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Alumnus promises UK $2 million gift 
for mechanical-engineering building 
By GREGORY A HALL 
Special Writer 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Ralph G. Ander-
son worked his way through the Universi-
ty of Kentucky in the late 1940s earning 
$40 a month as a student instructor in the 
mechanical-engineering shop. 
The shop had been there since the 
1920s. And 43 years after Anderson's 
graduation in 1950, it's still there. But in a 
few years it could be replaced by a build-
ing bearing his name, thanks in part to a 
donation to UK he announced yesterday. 
"I can't think of a better way to im-
prove the quality of life here at the uni-
versity than to help build a mechanical-
engineering building," Anderson said. 
His is the largest gift from an alumnus 
to the College of Engineering and one of 
the largest in UK history, UK spokesman 
Carl Nathe said. The $2 million will be 
given in payments over several years. 
UK officials said the school is asking 
the state legislature for $14.6 million in 
bonds to begin constructing the building, 
which is scheduled to be finished in 1997. 
Wethington said the remaining money 
would be raised privately by the time 
building begins, in 1995 at the earliest. 
Wethington called the new mechanical-
engineering building the "missing piece" 
. in UK's quest to have a top-ranked engi-
neering school. Anderson said he wants 
his gift to be remembered as furthering 
that quest. . 
Anderson promised $2 million toward 
an $18.6 million mechanical-engineering 
building, which UK President Charles 
Wethington said he will recommend be 
named after Anderson. 
Anderson, a Harrodsburg native, found-
ed the Belcan Corp. in October 1958. The 
company provides technical-support serv-
ices for industry. He and his wife, Ruth, 
also own a 3,000-acre farm near where he 
grew up in Mercer County. 
"I'm proud to be a native of this state," 
Anderson said. "I'd like to see the state 
and the university prosper, and I hope my 
gift today will help along those lines." 
" I would agree with Gov. {Brereton) 
Jones that Kentucky needs a world-class 
engineering school. ... The school should 
be here in Lexington on this campus," 
Anderson said. 
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1950 UK graduate __ gives 
$2 million to engineering 
college for new building 
BY Dome BEAN 
HERALO-l£ADER EOUCA TION WRITER 
Ralph G. Anderson, who 
worked his way through the Uni-
versity of Kentucky as a $40-a-
month student instructor, yesterday 
gave his alma mater $2 million for a 
new mechanical engineering build-
ing. 
The gift from Anderson, a Har-
rodsburg native who founded the 
Cincinnati engineering finn Belcan 
Corp., is one of the top six dona-
tions to UK and is the largest gift 
ever to the College of Engineering. 
The donation launches a cam-
paign to raise $2 million more in 
private money for the building. UK 
will also ask for $14.6 million in 
state bonds from the 1994 General 
Assembly, President Charles T. 
Wethington said. Construction 
could start in 1995, he said. · 
The building is much needed, 
Wethington and Engineering Dean 
Ralph G. Anderson 
Anderson 
graduated 






owner, Belcan Corp., Cincin-
nati, Ohio, which has 3,500 
employees in 20 locations and 
$250 million annually in 
revenues 
Kentucky ties: Native of 
Harrodsburg; owns 3,000-acre 
fann in Mercer County, where 
he lives two days a week 
UK ties: 1950 graduate, me-
chanical engineering 
MAJOR CASH GIFTS/COMMITMENTS TO UK 
Amount Donor Purpose 
1. $5 Million Anonymous 
2. $5 Million W.T. Young 
Gluck Equine Research Center 
Library 
3. $3 Milllon Maxwell H. Gluck 
4. $2.8 Million R.J. Reynolds 
Gluck Equine Research Center 
Agriculture 
5. $2.5 Million Ashland Oil College of Business & Economics, 
Singletary Professorship, Chemical 
Engineering 
6. $2 Million Humana 
6. $2 Million Robert G. Anderson 
6. $2 Million Toyota 
College of Business & Economics, Library 
Mechanical Engineering 
Library 
9. $1 .4 Million A.S. Behnnan 
1 o. $1.3 Million Keeneland 
Chemistry 
1 o. $1.3 MIiiion Hilary J. Boone 
Gluck Equine Research Center 
Boone Faculty Center, Tennis Center 
SouRCE: UK News BUREAU , 
I Wethington said the building 
"fi ts in beautifully" with Gov. Brer-
eton Jones' idea to make UK one of 
the top 25 engineering colleges in 
the nation. A commission that Jones 
appointed to streamline higher edu-
cation is expected to decide this 
month whether to recommend in-
creased state appropriations for the 
college to meet that goal. 
"I agree with Gov. Jones that 
Kentucky needs a world-class engi-
neering school and it should be in 
Lexington on this campus," Ander-
son said at a news conference to 
announce his gift. 
Anderson graduated in 1950 
from the mechanical engineering 
program. He founded Belcan Corp. 
eight years later. 
HERALO-LEAD£R 
Plans for mechanical 
engineering bulldlng 
Cost: $18.66 million 
Location: Across courtyard from new 
civil engineering building and next to 
MIiier Hall 
Estimated space: 102,900 square 
feet 
Classroom space: 8,000 square 
feet 
Student study space: 3,000 square 
feet 
Lab space: 30,210 square feet 
Other new UK engineering bulld-
lngs: Center for Robotics and Manu-
facturing Systems Building; Ad-
vanced Science and Technology 
Commercialization Center; civil engi-
neering building (under construc-
tion). 
· Thomas Lester said yesterday. The 
mechanical engineering program is 
housed in the only building that 
remains of what once was an engi-
neering quadrangle. 
"This is the missing piece -
the one piece we have not been able 
to replace with a state-of-the-art 
faci lity," Wethington said. 
Family: Wife, Ruth; daughter, 
Candace McCaw; three 
grandchildren 
UK engineering senior Nicole 
Travis thanked Anderson on behalf 
~----------- of the 600 mechanical engineering 
students. 
But she said the building's most 
important feature will be a com-
mons study area fnr students - a 
feature they lost to construction of 
other buildings. 
A new $11 million civil engi-
neering building, funded by the 
1990 General Assembly, will open 
early next year. 
"The college needs this new 
building to have bigger classrooms 
and state-of-the-art laboratories," 
said Travis, who is president of the 
UK chapter of the American Society 
of Mechanical Engineers. 
"Engineering students need a 
place to mingle, help each other and 
learn to work as a team," she said. 
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College education 
getting too costly 
for regular students 
Colleges getting into the holiday mood with·variety of events 
Every, year college campuses celebrate the holidays ;Vith_ such even~ as car-oling, tree hghtmg cennomes and 
special dinners. Town and county residents 
are particularly welcome to share in these 
events at area colleges: · · · 
Asbury College 
Madrigal dinner. Music and food will be part of 
this four.course feast at 6:30 p.m. Friday at Johnson 
Dining. Hall. $15. For reservations or information call 
(606) 858-3511, Exl 2250. 
Tree lighting. Gather at the Administration 
Building steps for lighting of the school's tree at 7:15 
p.m. Sunday. (606) 858-3511, Exl 2410. 
Concert. The music department's hourlong pro-
gram, centering on the work of Benjamin Britten, will 
be at 7:30 p.m. Monday at Akers Auditoriu,m.· Free. 
(606) 858-3511, Exl 2251. 
Festival of music. 3 p.m. Dec. 12 at Hughes 
AuJitorium. More than 175 students will perform. 
(606) 858-3511, Exl 2251-
Berea College 
Sing along. Members of the audience sing along 
with choral and instrumental,groups at 7:30 p.m. Sun-
day at Union Chun:h. (606) 986-9341, Ext. 5463. 
Campbellsvllle College 
(.,fessiah. The Campbellsville Gc,llege Concert 
Chorus will perfonn at 8 p.m. Saturday at Camp. 
bellsville Baptist Chun:h. (502) 789-5213. 
Cumberland College 
Madrigal dinners. The dinners, presented by the 
music department, will begin at 7 p.m. Thursday 
through Saturday in the T J. Roberts Cafeteria. $15. 
Reservations: (606) 549-2200, Ext. 4332. 
Eastern Kentucky University 
Messiah.-130 vocalists, including members of the 
University Singers and Concert Choir and the EKU 
Symphony Orchestra, will perfonn at 7:30 p.m. Sun~ 
day in Brock Auditorium. Free. (606) 622 .. 1602. 
Concert song and dance. Music and dance will 
be combined at two shows at 8 p.m. Monday and 
Tuesday at Gifford Theater in the Campbell Building. 
Tickets are $2. (606) 622-1315. 
Georgetown College 
Choral COncert. This free Christmas concert will 
be at 8 p.m. J;'riday at John L. Hill Chapel. (502) 863-
8100. 
· Kentucky State University 
Concert. The concert choir will perlonn at 11 am. 
Thursday at Bradford Hall Auditoriwn. Free. (502) 
227-6496. 
Undsey WIison College 
Messiah. Perfonners will include Lindsey Wilson 
College Singers, Columbia Choral Society and mem• 
bers of The Louisville Orchestra. 7 p.m. CST Sunday, 
Roberta D. Cranmer Dining Center. (800) 264-0138. 
Hanging of the Greens. 4 p.m. Dec. 8 in V.P. 
llemy Auditorium. Free. (800) 264-0138. 
Northem Kentucky University 
Cocoa and Carols. Cameras are encouraged at 
this concert of traditional Christmas music rnmplete 
with a cocoa-and-cookie reception. Perfonnances at 3 
and 7 p.m: Dec. 11 at Greaves Concert Hall in the Fine 
Arts Center. $4 adults, $2 students and senior citizens, 
free to children 5 and under For advance tickets or 
• infonnation. call (606) 572-5464. 
Morehead State University 
Arts and crafts. The Appalachian Christmas 
Arts and Crafts Festival will be from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Saturday at Laughlin Hea1th Building. $2 adults, free 
to children 12 and under. (006) 783-2895. 
Tiee lighting. 4 p.m. Dec. 8 on the lawn of AJ!ie 
Young Hall. (606) 783-2030. 
Sing-along. Sing along to Christmas music at 3 
p.m. Dec. 9 at Duncan Recital Hall. Free. (606) 783-
2473. 
Holiday dinner party. Dinner and dance begin 
at 6:30 p.m. Dec. 10 in Crager Ballroom at Adron 
Doran Center. $17.50. (606) 783-2071. 
Plkevllle College 
Tree decoration. Campus Christmas tree will be 
decorated at 4:30 p.m. Thursday in the Administration 
Building lobby and will be dedicated to awareness Of 
Habitat for Humanity. The organization plans to build 
in the Pikeville area soon, and the college hopes the 
tree will encourage students to help with construction. 
Formation of a collegiate chapter is being considered. 
For information. call Jenney Burnett, (606) 432-9311. 
Caroling. The school's Arts and Literature Club 
and members of the faculty, staff and student body 
will meet in Wickham Lounge at 6 p.m. Tuesday to go 
caroling on campus and in the community. 
Transylvania University 
Central Kentucky Concert Bnnd. 3 p.m. Sun-
day in Haggin Auditorium. Free. 233-8120. 
Madrigal dinners. Features Thomas Jefferson's 
favorite composers, dances of Virginia and food based 
on Jefferson's menus. 7 p.m. Dec. 10 and 11 at William 
T. Young Campus Center. $17.flJ. For reservations, call 
233-8269. 
University of Kentucky 
Tree lighting ceremony. The UK Medical Cen-
. ter will light a Chrisbnas tree in the center's courtyard 
at 7 p.nt today. The public is invited, and a reception 
will follow in Combs Research Building, where each 
child will receive a gift from Santa. 
Lexington Singers Holiday Concert. 3 p.m. 
Sunday at Singletary Center for the Arts Concert Hall. 
$10 and $8. 257-4929. 
Messiah. The Lexington Philharmonic Orchestra, 
the Lexington singers and soloists will perfonn at 8 
pm. Dec. 10-and 11 at Singletary Center for the Arts 
Concert Hall. 1;/ to $20. 257-4929. 
Central Kentucky Youth Ol"chesti-as. The 
group will perfonn a holiday concert at 3 p.m. Dec. 12 
at Singletary Center for the Arts Concert Hall. $5 
adults, free to children. 257-4929. 
Lexington Men's Chorus. The chorus will pre-
sent a Christmas concert at 8 pm. Dec. 12 at the Sin-
gletary Center for the Arts Recital Hall. $5 and $10. 
257-4929. 
- COMPILED BY HARRlffi HENDREN 
I would like for someone to explain to 
me and thousands of other young adults 
how we can get a college education. The 
rising costs of tuition, books and supplies 
is reaching a high no 18 to 25-year-old can 
afford. 
Loans or financial aid are the flags 
elected officials wave. However, middle-
class Americans are not eligible for finan-
cial aid, nor do most want a $50,000 loan ' 
hanging over their head - low interest 
rate or not 
According to the Council on Higher 
Education, young people should expect 
another possible increase (Herald-Leader, 
Oct. 28). The council has the authority to 
set tuition rates each year. If this is a 
society that is concerned with higher ' 
education, and it must be because of the 
lack of jobs without a degree, the council 
should try to find another alternative to 
meet costs rather than raising tuition. 
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Since the majority of young adults are 
without athletic ability and are just aver-
age, middle-class students, a large portion 
of potential scholars will be sitting out 
next semester in order to earn money for 
these rising costs with their minimum 
wage jobs. 
KERA head.ing for· trouble, 
leader of teachers' .uniQn says 
AssOCIATED PRESS 
LOUISVILLE - The president 
of the Kentucky Education Associa-
tion says the state's education re-
form act is heading toward disaster 
unless adjustments are made. 
The state underestimated the 
amount of time, money and support 
needed to carry out such sweeping 
change, President Marne! Moorman 
said at a news conference. 
Moorman said the idea of ac-
complishing everything required by 
the act by 1996 is unrealistic. 
"We're not saying back up or 
stand still," he said Monday. "Were 
saying slow down." 
Moorman said the legislature 
might have to set priorities among 
the various programs required by 
the act and "fund only those that 
have the biggest impact on stu-
dents' learning." 
Moorman offered few specifics 
aoout how the reform act should be , 
altered or what items cannot be ' 
accomplished as scheduled. 
He said only that the teachers 
union wants to ease ungraded pri-
mary requirements and make it , 
optional for schools to include kin- i 
dergarten pupils in the primary 
program. The ungraded primary 
puts children in what had been 
kindergarten through third grade in 
the same classroom. 
Teachers have complained that 
because kindergartners are so 
young and lack experience in 
school, they are disruptive. 
Sen. David Karem, D-1..ouisville, 
the Senate majority . leader, said 
there has been some discussion in 
the General Assembly about wheth-
er to exclude kindergarten students 
from the primary program. 
Moorman said the teachers 
union has study groups looking at 
the reform act. 
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NKU vice president pleads guilty 
COVINGTON, Ky. -A Northern Kentucky University vice president 
mu~t perfonn community seIVice after admitting he used fingernail 
pohsh to deface $933 worth of clothing at a department store in Er-
langer. · 
Dennis Ta~I~ee, 44_, of_ Florence, p\eaded guilty to a misdemeanor 
cha~e of crurunal nuschief Monday m Kenton District Court. Judge 
William Schmaedecke said he would decide later how many seIVice 
hours Taulbee must perfonn. 
_Taulbee took a medic.al leave from his job after his Nov. 20 arrest. 
High blood pressure, diabetes and anxiety over his mother's illness 
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The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Wednesday, December 1, 1993 
MSU's city expansion 
n1ay boost, center fund~ 
Iiad''a net loss·• f.!l:6931 the .'': ¥.SJJ,co~er:!!,.h,usmess,_educa-
. fitrl!&irds h.'.,..'l!'cl:"t~~~"-'•l<i ,,-•. , .. tion,~\J.-i'.:l!,,ursipg., ~01!!5e.s . at; 
By ROGER ALFORD r s_ ow · . . . . the Jofu:isoii"Cel:itet,'"·saitl''Dr;;:': 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT ,. . The :G.B. Joh~son center. Roland Burns, director of tlf,>'.: ~!%~,~~~--;~sc!-~•'!. _ ACshtlandH Ext_ednthded C~f•~•~:· 
ASHLAND - Morehead 
State University's possible ex-
pansion _to another floor of the 
G.B. Johnson Education and 
Economic Center in downtown; 1 
Ashland could help the build,, · 
ing operate in the black, says- \ 
an official of the agency that 
owns the structure.· 
The presence of MSU in the 
building is a drawing card for 
sm'ii11 businesses locating 
there, said David Salisbury, 
executive director of the 
FIVCO Area Development Dis-
trict. 
And attracting more small 
businesses to the center is a 
key to making it a paying 
proposition, he said. 
FIVCO leases space in the 
building to MSU, Ashland 
Community College and sev-
eral small businesses. 
MSU pays $1 a year for the 
space it occupies on the se~-
ond floor of the building, plus 
$30,000 a year for utilities. 
Other occupants pay low 
rental fees for their space. 
"We're still in a. negative 
cash flow position on that 
building, and we will be until 
we get a couple more floors 
renovated and rented," Salis-
bury said. "We're not losing a 
lot, but we're still losing." 
Financial records show that 
the ;:c;enfei.-:;.had -c-~-;-639 in -fu. 
come last· year and·'-expelidi- · 
tures of $35,240, a net loss of 
$600. 
The financial condition of 
the center has improved stead- · 
ily since it opened. In 1991, it 
,;;,--,- ··, ·. c.' '.;<'•:,,_··•.. .,,,.,.,,,:'.J,""""• ···"n· .,, · · ·_· · · en er. e sai e eXP, !fill 
'.J~~ijlar\~',,y~J..11,.~W1J.o/,~ ?..-~.i:e;J Into the third floor.-tw&,i{ld 
:'6,f.ljlsb. s_roomthr ~nallcl·,_a -'!p$_ .. _lrul., sb~;;~c\f~ .;.,;;wow fue_ center to ~•-~i!7li . · cu ator · at ows•new us1-,,, ·.la .. ·· .. ·.· d _., _;, · ._,.._, .. t ·:':fak ,,,:.·d\tlin"',;.,;.-lirf c ss~s an mo~e programs .. · 
-.nesses o.. e ... a ..... _,,......,,_,, • ... . Salisbury. said three floors 
low ~nt to get s~ed. . . '®f4he,building hav ._ _ _ " 
Salls bury said FIVCO is :s'ovateitand ate in u· ,rii: :ii.~.IJ.'.~;\ 
hoping to get funds from the -~1 ,$all 'b .. ».:·•. ti .. : 'alft'f""':tl 
A1;1p~lachian Regional Com- ~,b~rerio~iris,j§!~aiiditit~:J 
mission to help pay for reno- )li11i'~:0 ·: floq'r.s :~af}$/loo•oo0' to. 1 
t . f th fiifth floor of the m-,.• _,,,,,, .. ~,,--~,c,·· ·· ' ·· · , va ion o e . . 
1 
;J,$700 OOlfo,:,,:;,,}.,,,>c;;'.,; :''':'\';',,,, .. , -< 
building so that the business .. "The 'Jiusiness'"in~ubatcir ls .. 
incubator program -~,-~e .,.ex..· about 95 percent occupied at 
panded. · -st,_. the present time, so we're try-
-ing to expand it on to another 
, floor," he said. 
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Vice president to ieave UK: The University 
of Kentucky's vice president for research and 
graduate studies is leaving for a position at Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory. 
Lee Magid,. UK's first woman vice president, 
has resigned effective Feb. 1. 
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Think Of patients . A~ide from that, the politicians are 
claumng that the dental· school is a 
duplication of services. This is just not so. 
UK serves more than 25,000 people annu-
ally. It had more than 650 candidates for 
· 48 positions in 1993. It has graduated 67 
percent more African-American students 
than the University of Louisville. It is 
rank~ among the nation's best schools. It 
effectively meets the needs of Central and 
Eastern Kentucky and it meets 50 percent 
of its budget on its own. 
Once again, the University of Ken-
tucky College of Dentistry is being threat-
ened with closure. 
Frankfort has now managed to con-
vince dentists that it is in their own best 
interest to have the dental school closed -
the school is graduating too many dentists 
causing too triuch competition. Not so. The 
. universal health coverage proposed by the 
president, which the governor supports, 
includes dental coverage. This will bring 
people who have not been able to afford 
dental care to the dentist in unprecedented 
numbers. Not only will there not be too 
many dentists, there will be a shortage. 
Stop this political assault on the dental 
school and start thinking about the pa-
tients that it serves. 
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E 1 -r Sweatt without first obtaining a x.-wo :r Aler court order or giving him a hearing. Sweatt, now a dealer on a nver-
d 
boat casino, will appeal, said his 
lawyer, Kenneth Anderson. trespasse "Don't you wish Gov. George 
. Wallace had this authority in 1968 (at co11] ._o(l;,O when he !ried _to keep studen\~ out 
(Ul. .fl..ll. ~-It.,,, of the Umvers1ty of Alabama? An· · = derson quipped during an interview 
J
" llll ~g.o rn1J Q,R yesterday. "This opinion says that 
!UL {Ul ~ · !1. ~ uJ anyone can be banished at the 
whim of any college administrator 
Computer operator 
says he ,vas there 
just as a student 
By JAMES MALONE 
Staff Writer 
PADUCAH, Ky. - Relying on a 
1969 case that stemmed from unrest 
at tlie University of Kentucky. 
McCracken District Judge David 
Reed has found a former Paducah 
Community College computer man-
ager guilty of two counts of third-
degree criminal trespass. 
James Sweatt, 33, of Paducah. 
broke the law when he returned to 
public areas on campus after Presi-
dent Leonard O'Hara ordered him 
banished, Reed wrote in the ruling, 
which is to be released today. 
Sweatt contended that he went to 
campus once merely to take a class 
and the next day to enroll in a sec-
ond one. 
He had argued that O'Hara over-
stepped his authoritv by banishing 
... at any time and for any reason. 
There is no need for a hearing." 
Sweatt had agreed to let Reed, 
rather than a jury, hear evidence 
and decide the issue. 
The judge heard the evidence on 
Oct. 7; Sweatt presented none. 
The crime is punishable by a fine 
of up to $250.Sweatt's sentence was 
not known yesterday. 
Citing unsatisfactory job perform-
ance, O'Hara fired Sweatt on May 7 
as operator of the college's comput-
er system. O'Hara, who had earlier 
lauded Sweatt's work. took the ac-
tion after critical registration rec-
ords were lost during a breakdown. 
PCC officials, at O'Hara's instruc-
tion, initially allowed Sweatt to 
come 10· public areas on campu_s 
after his dismissal. But college off!-
. dais feared that Sweatt would 
somehow sabotage the school's 
mainframe computer, although 
there no evidence that he had ever 
tried to do so. 
Claiming that Sweatt had twice 
been been seen entering private of-
fices from which he had been 
barred, college officials sent :,im 
letters banishing him from the en-
tire campus on May 21 and again on 
May 28. But in a third letter, dated 
June 4, Sweatt was given condition-
al approval to take a Murray State 
University night class. That approv-
al was rescinded June 7. 
Sweatt was charged ,vith the two 
offenses after he showed up June 10 
to attend the class for which he had 
enrolled and paid tuition, and on 
June 11 when he unsuccessfully at-
tempted to enroll in a second class 
during a public registration session. 
Reed based his ruling on a· case. 
involving four people who refused 
to leave a sit-down protest of inter-
views conducted by the Defense In-
telligence Agency at UK. 
Former Kentucky Chief Justice 
John Palmore wrote in 1969 that a 
college campus and its buildings 
"are in the nature of private proper-
ty" and that administrators could 
therefore restrict access. 
Because he was not allowed to 
register, Sweatt was not a PCC stu-
dent and thus was not entitled to a 
hearing before being banned from 
campus, Reed wrote. 
Sweatt may have had some rights 
as a Murray student, but he did not 
introduce any evidence as to what 
those rights were, Reed wrote. 
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Greene, a math teacher at an alter-Boysen proposes -easing native school in Floyd County. ~ ~ ii § . oacn-o, Other members, however, said ;a ,. o ., , 
the proposal would not sit well with ~ 5. ill 5. 't 
teachers who have already complet- "'~ g, " ~ teachers'requirement~ 
for advanced degrees 
ed the master's requirement. . '< o· ..,_ [ ; 
• 5ri;!,,.c< 
"There are a lot of people who ,. ~ ~ , 
have expended a lot of time and r,, iif Er ~ i 
money and energy meeting the old g; c; ~ :R , 
requirement to keep their certifica- £ I!?. e- g. ! 
tion," said Herbert T. Owens Jr., a g. ii! :.- ~ , 
By MARK SCHAVER 
Staff Writer 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The dilemma of an 
award-winning teacher who chose to leave 
the classroom rather than enroll in a mas-
ter's program led Education Commissioner 
Thomas Boysen yesterday to propose an 
amnesty for all teachers. 
Currently all new teachers must enroll in 
advanced university classes by their fifth 
year to keep their teaching certificates. Boy-
sen proposes giving them three.extra years. 
"These soldiers in the revolution of rising 
educational expectations need an opportu-
nity to advance their professional certifica-
tion in a more rational and humane way," 
Boysen said. 
He said he came up with the idea after 
hearing about Robert Barnett, a Metcalfe 
County elementary teacher who decided to 
leave teaching at the end of the school year 
rather than enter a master's program. 
Barnett, 47, who was a helicopter pilot 
and decorated Vietnam veteran before be-
coming. a teacI:1er, spok!,. last0 .\!eek ,1 a 
ceremony in Lexington where. he rece1Ved 
the Milken Family Foundation-. ~ational 
Educator award .. , , ---<1 . 1 • ,;c,i,;,,,, 
Barnett, who receives a,miiitary pension, · 
said he.did not want .to enter a, master's 
program because of the expense and · the 
time it would take away from his family. 
Barnett teaches at North Metcalfe Elemen• 
tary School and also teaches adult classes 
several nights a week. · 
He applauded Boysen;s imn,osal. ·"I don't 
want any special favors ior· me,"·_Bamett 
said yesterday. · ''i'd -iilie to;:~, some 
changes made so the .whole saiooF,iystem 
could 'benefit'.'::::~ .~::-"-'-ticket 
punched in the right places does notneces-
sarily make you a_ good teacher." . . . ,. 
. . - - ' 
Boysen asked the Education Professional 
Standards Board to establish a system .that 
would allow teachers. like, Barnett to keep 
their certification without .entering a mas-
ter's program. He said the board should es-
tablish "professional teacher-excellence 
centers" across the state where teachers 
could demonstrate they are good teachers. 
Many teachers must choose between get-
ting the training required under the 1990 
Kentucky Education Reform Act and getting 
a master's degree to keep their certification, 
Boysen said. . -, · • ----- ,-- . ·. . . ; ' ' ,~ .-.,., ~ . ,::• .. ' -
· The state has-spent $73'milllon·on profes-
sional. development for teachers in the last 
two years, but virtually none of that training 
goes toward university credlt;_he·said.: 
. The· current'system .is run iii "ove°rlap, du-
plication and fragmentation," Boysen said, 
and he called his proposal "a regulatory 
asylum to professional, educators who .are 
overworked and undersupported.'~ 
New teachers must get their master's de- teacher at Bryan Station High = ~ 8' · ' 
gree by their 10th year or discontinue teach- , School in Lexington. ''There are go- .,,« ~ ! 
ing. Boysen also said he favored giving ing to be some people who are go- a, g ! 
tea~ers an. extra three years to complete, ing to feel some resentment." , ; ~ ij · , 
therr education. Jan Weaver a board member and · 
The requirement that teachers enter a : an education' professor at Murray · [ g [ 8 ~ 
master's program is state law, and Boysen· State University, said teachers can 0..l:l ~ g. ii 
said he was not sure whether the Education get university credit for some of the ~ ii! o ao ~ 
. Professional Standards Board can . Pf?fes~ional development !hey_ re- ~ Er : 6' ~ 
change the requirement without ac- ce1Ve ID the course of therr work, '" -~ :r ~ c 
lion by the General Assembly. but most are unaware of it. g- _ :: a. e 
The board will i:9nsider Boysen's Boysen's prol!osal to _allow t~c~- ';:; f i; !.l! 6 
proposal at.it5: next_ meeting, in J~- ers to prove therr teachin~ ability ID ~ "''g. f ~ 
uary. • -, ... _,.. _ ... _ ways other than completing a mas- .., '< ct. e 
"Complfuhj;1;:"~th ·b~~u~ti~ ter's degree is similar ro· proposals [ Er 5'Jff 
rules requiring teachers to complete made last month by the Govern~r's !" ~ g- it ! 
a certain number of graduate Task Force on Teacher Preparation. _ .., ., • 
classes has no relation to teaching The task force recommended set- ; if g. E 
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.Biashas many forms, 
U of L task force finds ......... 
····•.··.,- ,-,1.r~---~ 
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG ·-:, ~ ,: traumatized by 'it. f.ewer than 10 
S~ Writer ha<! suffered date ; rape; but the 
. • , - , , · number is large given her brief time 
:·•women confront discrimination~ at UofL, Harmer·sai<I. And it sug-
at, ihe University .of Louisville that's gesfs that many ·oilier students .have 
as variable as their ages or their. had· the I same experience because 
places or cultures of origin, said so- professional studies. and the stu-
cial work Professor Lina Fong. dents she counsels say only a small 
''When it is a combination of all percentage of date-rape victims ever 
~e variables in you, you experience come forward, Harmer said. . 
a ·subtle discrimination that is hard Orientation classes_ for freshmen 
10' imagine," Fong said at a meeting include a discussion of sexual ha-
. of the U of L tas_k force on the sta- rassment and date rape, and there 
lull of women. . are official channels for dealing 
· She .was one of about 20 women 'with the probleoi·But 'Harmer said 
and half a dozen men who attended U of L should requireattendance for 
the meeting. The task force was ap- all students, men-and ·women, at 
p0lhted earlier this year to report on date rape workshops. , · •· , · · · 
issues including women's compen- That might help women deal with 
sation; representation in the ranks the guilt and responsibility they 
of' -the iilfluential, recruitment and sometimes feel · after an incident, 
promotion;· and the institutional ell; and it might help· men better under-
mate. Its report, to be done by the stand how they· should relate to 
end of the school year, will be given women they date, Harmer said. 
to·U of L President Donald Swain. Not all the problems discussed 
>To gather information first-han!I were as easy to identify. One woman 
·rrom women on campus, the task said she thinks she obseived a case 
force has been holding public meet- of a woman who should have been 
ings in recent weeks. made an administrator because of 
· Concerns discussed yesterday her responsibilities, but the adminis-
ranged from feelings of subtle dis- tration said tight budgets made that 
elimination to resentment that - impossible. She said: she knows of -
U of L's.administration hasn't done. two men promoted·to,the adininis-
more to combat date rape and help trative ranks about the same time. 
students deal with the trauma of Dale Billingsley, chairman of the 
sexual harassment. , faculty senate, asked the task force 
Clinical psychologist Jill Harmer, to see whether more -women than 
who has been at U of L for only a men had lost jobs through budget-
year and a half, said in an interview related cutbacks in the last few 
that she already has worked with 15 years. He urged the task force to 
to 25 students who said they have make sure planned adjustments in 
suffered some form of sexual ha- faculty workload-.don't"give women 
rassment at·U of L' or before-enter-- an unfair share•of-the teaching load 
in~ tho -11nhnafflfv •an,rl • 'ID'ara .... ~11·• '!!lnlll•1a- _..,..., "';.,;.;,,;....;.....,...,_.,..,._._ .... 
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UK receives $1 million gift 
to be used for fine~arts library 
By GREGORY A. HALL 
Special Writer 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The re-
quests for money from Lexington 
philanthropist Lucille Caudill Lit-
lie are piling up, she says. 
"I'm measuring them now in 
inches," said the 84-year-old 
Morehead native. 
Yesterday, Little responded to a 
University of Kentucky request by 
announcing a $1 million donation 
toward a fine-arts library. 
The money was left to her by 
her late husband, Paul Little. She 
has already given $1 million each 
to the Kentucky Horse Park, 
Transylvania University, Midway 
College and others. And there are 
still more requests. 
"The thing is, you'd like to give 
it to all of them," she said. " ... 
But you could give it so thin that 
it wouldn't mean much." 
Little's most recent gift, part of 
the $4 million needed to renovate 
the current Margaret I. King Li-
brary North, will enable UK to 
consolidate fine-arts collections 
there. When completed, the ren-
ovated facility will also have space 
for classes, rehearsals and perfor-
mances. 
"We are enormously grateful to 
our gciod friend for enabling us to 
unite the music, theater and art 
collections under one roof," said 
Paul Willis, director of libraries. 
UK President Charles Wething-
ton said he will recommend the 
new fine-arts facility be named 
after Lucille Little. 
The renovation cannot begin 
until UK completes construction 
of a $58 million central library. 
The university is seeking neces-
sary state funding for that library 
and hopes to begin construction 
next year. 
Little said she particularly en-
joys contributing to educational 
institutions. "l can't think of any-
thing in the world that'll do us all 
more good, .gpecifically through 
the fine arts." · 
She said her interest in UK's 
fine-arts college dates to when 
she played the starring role in the 
production of "Medea" that 
opened the school's Guignol The-
atre in 1950. She also studied 
voice and · theater at Columbia 
University and spent time at the 
Juilliard School of Music. 
"Give me a chance to be center 
stage, and I'll walk out there," she 
said. 
lExlNGTON .HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY. ■ WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1993 
Lucille Candill Little gives another million 
UK fine arts library 
is latest beneficiary 
BY D9mE BEAN 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
A central fine arts library and 
learning center at the University of 
Kentucky is the latest in Lucille 
Caudill Little's projects and causes. 
Little, a wealthy Lexington arts 
·supporter, announced yesterday she 
is giving UK $1 million to renovate 
the King Library-North Annex. The 
remodeled building will be used to 
consolidate music and arts collec-
tions that now are elsewhere. 
Little has donated almost 
$5 million in recent months to sev-
eral other projects, including a li-
brary at Midway College and a 
performing arts center at Transyl-
vania University. 
Little said yesterday that she 
has tried to put the money left her 
by her husband, the late W. Paul 
Little, "where it will do the most 
good and where it will meet the 
most people." 
UK President Charles T. Weth-
ington said Little's gift will initiate 
a campaign to raise more money for 
the $4 million renovation. He will 
recommend that the UK Board of 
Trustees name the revamped annex 
for Little, he said. 
Much of UK's library collection 
is· now housed in the Margaret I. 
King Library-South and the north 
annex. 
The annex would be renovated 
when the main collection is moved. 
' 
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Morehead's.\Yel~s--~n p~in~ .but not froiµ his ailment 
By RUSS BROWN · · · and maybes. ,Nothing is clear-cut, 
Staff Writer and we think that if I've had this for 
"This is one of the hardest things I've ever this long and it hasn't damaged me, 
Ever since he learned that Morehead State 
would play the University of Louisville this 
season, former Rowan County High School 
basketball star Kelly Wells has been looking 
fmward to his appearance in Freedom Hall, 
Aside from the thrill of playing against one 
of the top programs in the country, he was 
excited about a reunion with U of L forward 
Dwayne Morton - a former teammate on a 
junior all-star team - and he also knows Al-
vin Sims and DeJuan Wheat. 
But when Morehead · (3-0) meets 10th-
ranked U of L (1-1) at 7:36 EST tonight, 
Wells won't play. He won't even dress. 
The 6-foot-7 junior swingman, who was ex-
pected to be a key player for the Eagles, is 
battling a rare kidney ailment that has kept 
him on the bench so far this season and 
might end his career. 
"It hurts a lot to miss any game, but this 
will probably be the toughest game of the 
year to sit and watch," he said. "I was looking 
forward to it a great deal. I wanted to go out 
there and compete against those guys." 
-· The 22-year:old Wells; who averaged 10.8 
points and 5.1 rebounds last season after 
transferring from Tulsa, suffers from messan-
gial lgA nephropathy, or Berger's disease. He 
has had it since he was a freshman in high 
. school, but his preseason physical exam at 
Morehead revealed extremely high protein 
and blood levels in his urine and set in mo-
-lion the events that put him on the sideline. 
After tests, examinations and a kidney bi-
; opsy, two physicians wrote letters to the uni-
versity expressing concern about Wells' 
· health if he continued to play basketball, 
Morehead officials sought advice from· attor-
1 neys aqd last wee!{ issued a brief statement 
saying Wells "is no longer medically qualified 
h d t d I "th y · t t t t two more years won't hurt. I'm not a O ea WI , OU JUS ,Y Oge giving up hope, and I'm not"going 
through it; it's not fun. You cry yourself to. I can't; I'm too young." . 
to sle,ep a lot of nights.". Although there is no treatment 
for the disease and his kidneys 
eventually will deteriorate, Wells 
said there's no evidence that 
playing basketball aggravates the 
condition. He also said he notices 
no fatigue or other ill affects :when 
to play intercollegiate basketball." · 
The ruling devastated Wells, who says he 
has played basketball "since I could move." 
"This is one of the hardest things I've ever 
had to deal with," he said. "You just try to get 
through it; it's not fun. You cry yourself to 
sleep a lot of nights." 
However, the former Kentucky All-Star 
hasn't given up hopes of returning to action 
this season, with a goal of somehow being 
cleared in time for Morehead's Dec. 17 trip to 
Kentucky. Wells made his Morehead debut 
against UK last Dec. 19, scoring a career-high 
20 points. 
He and his father, Mickey Wells, a former 
Morehead basketball player and Lady Eagles 
co·ach.who is now director of intramtirafsand · 
recreation for the school, traveled to Birming-
ham, Ala., yesterday to seek another opinion 
from a research specialist on Berger's. 
Kelly Wells 
Mickey Wells said he doesn't want his son 
to play basketball if his health is in danger, 
but both he and his son want to exhaust all 
avenues. If the opinion of the doctor in Bir-
mingham is favorable, Wells might seek a 
court injunction to allow him to play and to 
absolve Morehea~ of any. liability. 
"We're trying to either open the door or 
close thein all," Mickey Wells said. "I have no 
hangups with what the university is doing; I 
can understand their concern about liability. 
As a parent I just want to make sure we've 
done as much for him as possible. I don't 
want him to have this opportunity taken away 
-if it can be avoided." 
"This could be the maker or breaker, be-
cause if three doctors say you need to sit 
down and think about not playing, maybe we 
have to accept that," Kelly Wells said. "But 
what I've been told so far is a lot of ifs, ands 
he plays. · · ·· 
"I play pickup games every night, 
and I feel great," he said. 
Morehead coach Dick Fick said 
Wells' loss has been a huge blow to 
the team. Junior swingman Johnnie 
Williams has painted "KW 21" on 
the back of his game sneakers in 
Wells' honor. 
"Everyone on the team· loves the 
kid and wants him to play,'' Fick 
said. "Him coming back would be 
the greatest ·thing." · 
Wells, who will be on the bench 
tonight in street clothes, has contin-
ued to attend practice every day to 
encourage his teammates. Fick said 
he has become almost like an assis-
tant coach. 
. "Someday I want to be a coach, 
so I'm trying to help out there as 
much as I can and study the game," 
Wells said. "I'm kind of stuck in be-
tween, though. I'm trying to think 
- about coaching, but I'm also trying 
to hold on and hoping l get,to play· 
some more. 
"I get excited about basketball as 
much as I can because I'm around it 
and I love it. But as far as the 
playing part, I feel real empty in-
side." 
! •• I.: •;i 
PROBABLE LINEUPS 
Game flma: 7:36 p.m. EST. 
Site: Freedom H~I. 
Serles: U of L 24-11. 
Favorite: No llile. 
IBst meeflng: U of L \Oln 9(>-76 Dec. 19, 
1991, in Freedom H~I. 
Television: WDRS-41, delayed al 10:30 
p,m, : •··· ' , .. I 1,/ 
Radio: WHAS-AM (840). 
Morehead State (3-0) 
Poe •. Player · Hl WL Cl. Rb. PL 
F-John Brannen .... 6-7 185 So. 9.0 24.3 
C-Tyrone Boardley .6-7 185· Jr .. B.0 9.7 
G--Johnnie Williams .6-5 195 Jr, 6.017.3 
G-Marly Cline ...... 6-2· 175 So. 4.314.7 
G--Mark Majid< ..... 6-4 190 So. 2,712.3 
Reserves - Mike Scrogham, C-F, 6-7, Fr., 
5.3; Jel1)' Fogle, G, 6-2, Fr., 4.3: Keil!J Kiruler, 
C, 6-9, Sr., 4.0; M~e Gillespie, G, 6-3, Jr., 
2.0; Dwayne DoY,,:1, F, &l>, Jr., 1.0; Cole ln-
destad, C, 6-8, Fr., 0.0. 
Loulsvllle (1 ·1 I 
Pos. Player Hl WL Cl. Rb. PL 
F-Jason Osborne •• 6-8 200 Fr. 5.5 .4.0 
F-Dwayne Morlan .. &l> 190 Sr. 3.012.5 
C-Clifford Rozier ... 6-9 235 Jr. 10.5 21.0 
G-Oaluan Wheat ... 6-0 165 Fr. 2.5 8.0 
6--0reg Minor ...... &l> 210 Sr. 3.519.0 
Reserves - Brian Kiser, F, 6-7, So., 4.5; 
Tici< Rogl!IS, G, 6-5. So., 2.5; Matt Simons, C, 
6-11, Fr., 2.0; AMn Sims, G-F, 6-4, Fr., 0.0; 
Beau Zach Smith, F-C, 6-8, Fr., 0.0; Doug 
Calhoun, F, 6-4, Sr., 0.0; Robby Wine, G, 6-4, 
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''This really NoRTHEASTERN KENTUCKY suaEAU 
· allows us to ASHLAND - Decli\ring an end 
. get out of - to turf battles, Morehead State Uni-
'turfdom' and versity officials fonnally tied the 
get Into ' "' : ,lµiot yesterday with northeast Ken-
service." · tucky's community college, techni-




: ,Officials said the consortium, 
more than six months in the mak-
ing, is the first in the state to link 
schOQls with an economic develop-
ment group. · 
.'.,.,'This really allows us to get out 
. I· of . ~dom' and get into service, 
· · which I,Jhink is sorely. needed in all 
of Kenfuclcy,~ ,Morehead President 
Ronald Eaglin said during a news 
conference ·at his school's extended 
campus.center in.Ashland. ." .-~ 
· .c::'.Eaglin :said ' the · four groups 
together ·can quickly tailor courses 
to fit the needs .of companies inter-
ested .ill Eastern Kentucky. That 
ability should help draw business 
to the. region, Eaglin said. ' 
·,:The iigreement will also. allow 
Ashland Community College, the 
area's ,Kentucky. Tech school and 
. ~Mi-s. ·'9'bb~;':'.· :.~ • .:.~•-:·r-::._. ,:.-!- c· :'' .:••.; -; 
Morehead's 400-student Ashland 
center to share resources more easi-
ly, Eaglin said. 
Pooling classrooms, laborato-
ries, courses and equipment will 
help restrain costs, and might allow 
Morehead to offer more graduate 
and undergraduate degrees in Ash-
land, Eaglin said. 
Charles Dassance, president' of 
Ashland Community College, said 
the consortium will also try to clear 
the way for students who want to 
spend two years at his school, then 
graduate from Morehead State· 
without leavhlg-Ashland. · ·-.-~: 
Students seeking degrees· have 
been frustrated by · the center's 
"shotgun approach" to course offer-
.ix:tgs, Eagliri_ sai<!, - ;;·.:,;;::• •. •-' 
~ G.B. Johnson; chaimµIII 'oftlie 
FIVCO Area Development District, 
safd the consortium would work 
with .the small-business incubator 
that the district helps operate: 
The consortium will also seek 
advice -from local politiciails, school 
superintendents and economic de-
velopment officials, Johnson said. ' . . 
·• •\; • · .:", .- :.•;..lt)_;:. tl ~--:.S'i":: 
T~ Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Tuesday, December 7, 1993 
Keeping the. best 
A master's degree is no measurement 
of a teacher's skills in the classroom 
Metcalfe County elemen- . Plus, he says ·h1f-'sees little 
tary teacher Robert Barnett ~alue in more college in-
is a prime example of what is struction. "I don't think a 
wrong with the way Ken- master's degree __ a teacher 
tucky certifies teachers. · makest he said. ,- · ,f _ 
By all accounts, Barnett is He's right, -:of course. A 
a _superb teacher. He is a teacher's apµities''should be 
former high school dropout judged on how much time 
who earned his GED while in and how well they perform in 
the military and attended col- their classrooms, not on how 
lege after he completed his much time and how we_ll they 
military career. ----- .-:"::· . - do in some collegecourses of 
His abilities - fo ·motivate . limited value. ·Many- teachers 
his science and technology who have earned master's de-
E
st1uedmeennttarys: at s· Nchqor;tho, l'li"Ma··v·eetcwalfione. -· gr~!)S _have que_sU9~~c:l- !_l!e -
value of many- of the ad-
him. two national awards. In - vanced college courses. Rath-
1992, Barnett was named a er than hoping to learn-new 
Christa McAuliffe· Fellow by teaching methods in the 
the U.S. Education ·Depart- gr:idu·ate courses~ ·many 
ment. He donated his $34,800 teachers simply view them as 
priie to. his , sciiooi . district, a necessary evil to ·keep their 
which used it to con".!lrt a certification and earn · the 
bus into a. traveling technol-. extra.pay·that comes:with.ad-: 
ogy lab9ratory; :'L_astf~eek _ ·--vanced'"de .,, ees:·-"'"·'"'-":"''"'".<~'•'""'"' 
Biiriie1't' · received" 'a'.$,gS,000 -' , · ,llForliinaFe1y ',''l:he''JWinds -of 
Milken'_'Famil••-'Foiuidaticiri . h .. -.... ,. • ..... ,1b·1· ___ ., a· , ... _ . __ ;,_ .... .,.•, c ange are owmg. ov. 
Natioriiil-Educat6r award. '.:. -: ' · · - j- • ...... -- --•· - ce · ,, .. , ........ """~~-· .,, ... ., •• ,~""-" _ .,.,.J Breret~n Jones_ ,,T~k For __ ::.Yet '·'Barnett-:sfondscio: lose.- -. ...,.T. ·· h- Pr'·~- ·t· - .,h. "'t• -.i,,-r--.,,,,,.,,;;;i,~'"'~"'"·•· - .. ,. on . ,eac er __ }~P\IP! 10n as 
liIS teacl_lmg'renificate,1,1t the recommended the abolish-
' d ''f"+'h . '·'•"t ~·h I . '· · ~iat'?11~};pJ,;jE1"1'_.'.t,~~~~rciiii' mel}t,9f;...~_!l .~_.!TF{s .!'ltgrdEf~-}'.; · .. c·.·,•••·,.w.r ,i,,,r,,,.;,",9~~ , .,if .muiremeµt,,J;q;_1a,YQJ;- Qf JU g .. 
teaching''"m>Kentucl{y,!.~; pu_b-= ; 'mg -'teachers· ·by _ :¢,eir class: 
lit;,~~hpols: ~t.J.3.~~J,!Se ~e ,room ·petformaii.~e., That idea 
hasn_~~e_nrq!J,e~j m,.~lJIUlSter s:- -,is-heartedly endorsed by Ed-
degree prg~1Jiow a1lsul'd:'• :ucatioii ~ Commissioner· Tho- _ 
ra{~W!t~M&:~tffe1~~~r . ·;m~~~5ti!~~~::i~:iiaJe said -
becomlll. -g-,;c• e _ __.._ ..,, ed tea· ch··er·'s_·· I ,th· ..•~--,th· ink .... ,, ·0···-·•'":..-.;, -. ~, u.J.u , ·-, - · ey- · meanme;,....... con, ; 
mustnregifil~grse"work that~ 'tiilil!ng edricatiii1i':courses' in . 
. l,?fJ:~ii leafl~89.,a,, ~~!!!B'.~~ P~;~; their subject areas and un-
gi'ee .. Thei.n:i:U§t ~o~plet~ .the dergraduate courses in non-
workwillii.IFIO'years:-il-{~ =·.c: : education subjects could bet-
Barnett, 47, w:on't go back ter serve their needs than the 
to college beca~e .. of the ex- graduate courses. 
pense and the time it would However some teachers 
take from his faµ_iily. He_ oppose bashlg continued cer-
spends several hours a week tification on performance 
'?or~ing with ~du,1~_¥1_-con- evaluations out of-fear such 
tmumg educatlon•·•I>J.'.ograms . evaluations could'' oe arbi-
~d-:~a,~r n~,!/~~~~~m2re ~c;,1- trary;• and• unfair. Teachers. 
l!!g!);;l:l;~;_~B.!Jj;~,, ... -,;r~~l T',1 ,:2 
confident of their own. abili-
ties should not have ,.such 
fears. · ' · - · •,· -· ,:.::::. . --.. 
Higher education officials 
also are likely to oppose any 
abandonment of the master's 
degree requirement. Thou-
sands of teachers now supply 
:the state's universities with a 
"'ready p·ooi or' graduate' stu-. 
dents, and any change in the 
status quo likely will reduce 
the number of teachers seek,' 
ing advanced degrees .....: and 
the money .they pump: into 
. universities' coffers. ·." ;' . .- ·;•·. 
·. I!ilt ,whe·n an. a:W:ard-
winningteacher, loved by his 
students· and praised by his , 
peers, is being forced out of 
the classroom because · of a 
lack of post-graduate courses, 
change is in order. The cur-
rent system uses the wrong 
. standards to judge teachers. . 
. ' ·• ' ·---~-~ 
• 
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. ASHLAND ~ ,Three educa-
tional institutions 'arid the 
FIVCO Area Development Dis-
trict announced Wednesday 
they are.forming a consortium 
designed to ensure that people 
who start college in '.Ashland 
can finish here - and find a 
job in their field. , 
Morehead State ·university, 
Ashland Community College 
and Kentucky Tech-Ashland 
Campus joined hands to for-
malize a partnership , ~ey've 
built over the years.· · · 
The consortium should help 
guarantee that .. students in ' 
Ashland can· start· out on a · 
specific course of study, follow . 
its track through the three · 
schools if necessary, and come ' 
out with a skill in a field :. 
where there is a demand for ' 
workers, said MSU, President i 
Ronald G. Eaglin. ···· . , , 
~ The move -isaswltcitrrom \' 
the shotgun approach of the ! 
past, where a wide number of '\ 
courses were offered on a reg-
ular basis regardless of · de-i 
mand. 
"Rather than offer 40 cours-
es and have 20 of them not fin. 
ish," Eaglin· said, "it's more 
realistic for our centers to 
offer fewer courses that lead 
to a specific goal." 
Such course work would be 
built around cohort classes -
groups with similar educa-
tional needs. Once a class of 
25 was committed, a long-
range course of study would 
new cohorts formed; • ·'"" · 
Working with FIVCO, the 
schools would offer education 
leading to. existing. or expected 
jooi· ,'. .. ·! ...... ·• . -:·r 
G.B. Johnson, president . ot' . 
the FIVCO board, said educa• • 
tion must be· a major player in ! 
the seeking of solutions to the 
many problems the Ashland 
area faces today. 
Howard Moore, director of . 
Kentucky Tech,. said the pro- 1 
. gram could fill needs <;>f local 
business and industry to con-
tinually produce· a: ·"quality ! 
work force." I 
Moore said the schools can , 
become more flexible by work-
ing together. His own stu-
dents, once taught only hands-
on skills, must now learn "the 
academics of that trade - em-
ployers· are no longer satisfied 
with just those skills," he.said. 
"The ultimate goal is to get 
the students on the job and get 
them educated to do it." 
Kentucky Power Co. Presi-
dent Coulter · R. Boyle said 
business is "asking employees 
to do things they never 
thought about, even with a 
four-year degree. The changes 
that are coming bring. a never-
ending opportunity for re-
training." · 
ACC President Charles 
"Chick" Dassance· and Eaglin 
both stressed the importance 
of working with small busi-
nesses. 
: The consortium "allows us 
to get out of turfdom, bringing 
in each of our strengths and 
not being competitive," Eaglin 
said. "We can look at prob- ' 
lems from four different van-
tage points." . 
Eaglin and Dassance said 
the mechanics of working to-
gether · have already brought 
cooperative moves that helped 
both· schools.· MSU will save 
$250,000 in construction costs I 
by using an ACC laboratory, 
Eaglin s;tid. In return, ACC : 
may use some room· in MSU's ' 
quarters downtown in the G.B. · 
Johnson Education and Eco-
nomic Center: " 
MSU began leasing space in 
the spring of 1992 in the John-
son Center, the former corpo-
rate headquarters of Ashland , 
Oil at 1401 Winchester Ave. ! 
More than 400 'students are :
1 taking MSU classes· at the cen-
ter this fall. · ., . . : 
Eaglin said MSU, as a part ' 
of its agreement, will pay 
$300,000 · over seven years to-
ward the cost of renovating an 
additional floor at the Johnson 
Center. Eaglin said debt ser-
vice on renovation will be 
raised from the community as 
a sign of its commitment to i 
the consortium. \ 
"We'll have to raise the , 
money," Johnson said. "It ; 
won't be too much, maybe 
$6,000 a year." I 
He said mechanics of the I 
·· consortium have· yet to be , 
worked out, but added that 1 
county judge/executives, 
school superintendents, legis- 1 
lators and business represen-
tatives from ·wc6-counties .. 
will be invited to serve as 
partners to aid in its direc-
tion. 
- -. Stewart, who ··1cist his job at 1 
Annco Steel Co. job 'in recent 
cutbacks, says he •is typical of· 
_displaced workers _who seek · 
-education so they"·•ciin move · 1 
into·other fields. ' , .' ·-1 
.In Stewart's case, it's teach- · • 
·irig:.,·He said MSU had sched0 1 
: uled- the cour_ses.,he needs -at · · 
its Ashlarlo' ·cent.e_r,·-·then 
,-dropped-them -because -of lack I · 
, of demand. Educators said the 
. consortium will give·_ students 
a clearer idea what courses. ., 
,they can count on. tak~g in 1 
d ' . ' :'Ashlan . -· 1 - -, · -. . I 
~ Stewart was overall positive 1 
about the _newly announced. 
collaboration, despi~e his mis-
givings .. · 
"Any time we see MSU and 
· UK and Kentucky :-Tech-. ;ill 
working together, it's an. im-
-portanfstep for· education-and 
· economic development_ in the 
"Ashland area," he said. · 
Stewart's resolution for a· 
four-year college, unani-. , 
mously passed by the city 
commission,. noted ,that Ash-
land is the largest city.in Ken-
. tucky without a four-year col-
lege. _ · 
"We show · need here for 
training, and a four-year col-
lege would be ail excellent 
selling tool for . Ashland," he 
said. Copies of the resolution · 
were sent to Eaglin and area 
legislators. 
Stewart said Wednesday he 
hopes :the '.'present ACC cam-
pus wiil "someday ··-hold 
enough buildings so a four- · 
year curriculum and graduate I 
work can be offered." _He said 
he anticipates that increasing 
need ,_fClr .. '.\:O~lege -_work _ will : 
cause_ MSU to 'outgrow its 
present location in the John- 1 
. • • - •1 _.' . , ,·· a,; ~l' 
son Center. \lf' ;, ·; .. ic 
.. ,, ... ! :-hope"the governor will 
·see- fit". to include in his next 
.;biennial bu_cjget ,the money for 
\.the: .additional building at 
,ACC.,/llld that building and 
·: the buildings already there be 
used· .by MSU to handle any 
overflow problem they have," 
Stewart said. "Or for the Uni-
versity of __ Kentucky- to ,offer 
classes." 
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Working· together 
Consortium increases educational 
opportunities in the Ashland area 
Opportunities to earn four- . .. . . ·- -·• •. ;: 
year college degrees without . ·. · · · ,· ,-: · )c:·>·:: 
0
:. • • 
~~!:s~n~t:rh;_a~~w w~~~s~~~ · . .. Th~:~~~~brii\lm: cbttld 
tium formed by Morehead r~duce duplltation ~d 
State University, Ashland · · -
Community College, Ken: increase efficiency. 
tucky Tech and the · FIVCO 
Area Development District. 
The · cooperative spirit dem, 
onstrated by the four entities 
promises to serve the best in-
terests of all. 
Their agreement formal-
izes a working relationship 
that has existed for several 
years.· By taking lower-level 
courses at Ashland Com-·· 
munity College and upper-
level classes at Morehead 
State University's Ashland 
center, it has been possible 
for students to earn degrees 
in a limited number of fields 
without leaving this com-
munity. 
Morehead'$ president, Ro-
nald G, Eaglin, says the new 
agreement will improve de-
gree opportunities by first • 
identifying groups of stu-
dents interested in pursuing 
specific degrees and then of-
fering in Ashland the courses 
that will allow them to earn. 
those degrees. Eaglin says 
that's far better than-the cur-
rent "shotgun approach," in 
· which Morehead offers a va-
riety of courses here but sees 
many of them canceled be-
cause of a lack of students. 
Eaglin says Morehead will 
continue to offer some upper-
level general education.: .. 
courses in Ashland but main-
ly will offer courses aimed at 
· specific groups 9f students . 
pursuing particular majors. 
Under this, arrangement, 
Morehead~s- .degree programs 
offered in Ashland are likely 
to change to meet the inter-
ests of students and the em-
ployment needs of the region. 
The consortium also ·could 
reduce duplication and in-
crease efficiency. Talks are 
under w~y to make it pos-
sible for Morehead students 
to use laboratories at Ash-
land Community College, and · 
for ACC fo meet some of its 
needs for additional space by 
utilizing .Morehead's class-
rooms during the day. An-
other possibility is for the 
community college to offer 
. some of the academic courses 
needed by students attending 
· Kentucky Tech. 
There are those in this 
community who desire a 
four-year college, out that's a 
pipe dream. With existing 
universities and community 
colleges already under-
funded, the state cannot af-
ford to. create another four-
year inst'itution. Bun by 
working together to maxi-
m i z e e ducat ion a 1 ~op-
portunities, Morehead, Ash-
lan,d. Community Collfge, · 
Kentucky Tech and a:·rea 
lead~rs represented by 
FIVCO are creating, the next 
best thing. 
• 
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For Lucille 
Littl~, joy 
is in giving 
to others 
S 
he claims she's becoming the 
Most Hated Woman in All of 
Kentucky. 
Fat chance, Lucille Little. 
Little made the remark last 
week at the University of Kentucky, 
to which she gave $1 million for a 
new fine arts library, and you can 
understand why. Since she started 




tion causes a year · 
or tw'ci ago, the 
number of re-
quests has kept 
"growing and 
growing and 
growing," and, of 
course, she has 
had to turn most 
of them down. 
But who could 
HERALD-LEADER hate this smi!e-in-
ARTS CowMN1sr ducing woman? 
. For all her wealth 
and position, there's nothing pomp-
ous about Lucille Little. Instead, 
she's an unabashed ham who loves 
nothing more than working a 
crowd and getting a laugh. ' 
Addressing a standing-room-
only audience of UK ·bigwigs Tues-
day night, Little poked fun at her 
tendency to stray from the subject, 
begging her listeners to remind her 
what her original topic was. When 
they started shouting answers frol!l 
all directions,.she pointed to her 
ears and impishly said, a fa Admi-
ral Stockdale,_ "I've got these turned 
down." . 
- Latertshe-observed tlial'it's·"a"" 
· great pleasure to give - greater, 
even, than to receive. Try it!" 
It's that pleasure, ihat bubbly 
delight that we almost never see in 
public life, that marks her. At UK, 
the joy in her face was so unmisli!k-
ably real and so irresistibly infec- · 
tious that audience members found 
themselves grinning uncontrollably 
right along _with .her. 
It-'wasn't just that they were 
thrilled to get the money. It was 
also that they were entranced by 
the sight of a woman who's having 
the time of her life. · 
And the quiet ardor of her 
words about the.arts was flat-out 
moving. 
"I couldn't live without music 
and drama," she said. "They give 
us the opportunity to be the best 
human beings we can be." 
You believed her entirely, may-
be because she speaks from experi-
ence. In her long life as a singer, 
actress, director and arts adminis-
trator and ·patron, Little has seen 
firsthand what miracles the arts 
can make; she is,· to a great degree, 
a product of those miracles. And for 
the generations of local arts stu-
dents and patrons who will benefit 
from her largesse, she. is a miracle 
herself. 
"I've had a great time choosing 
things to give to," she said. "I 
wanted the money to go where it 
will do the most good. I'm so proud 
that I'm doing something for young 
people and that it will go on and on 
anc)J:m." 
What will also go on and on 
and on is the memory of Lucille 
Little's face, flushed with the plea-
sure of giving. · 
r . 






EVANSVILLE, Ind. - Kentucky students 
might soon lose the chance to attend public 
colleges and universities in Southern Indi-
ana at in-state tuition rates, Indiana's high-
er-education commissioner said yesterday. 
Kentucky officials have been notified by 
the Indiana Commission for Higher Educa-
tion that it wants to renegotiate the existing 
reciprocity agreement, Commissioner Clyde 
Ingle said. 
"We are not in any kind of argument 
here; we just have not found the right com-
bination of agreements," Ingle said. "Indi-
ana is not being well-served by the current 
agreement." 
No date has been set for the meeting be-
tween education officials from the two 
states. But Ingle's counterpart in Kentucky 
said he hopes a new and possibly expanded 
agreement can be worked out. 
Ingle said the biggest problem is that 
twice as many Kentuckians as Indiana resi-
dents take advantage of the reciprocity 
agreement. 
The original plan was designed to allow 
southeastern Indiana residents, who have 
only private institutions in their part of the 
state, to go to Northern Kentucky Universi-
ty while paying in-state tuition. 
In return, students in Western Kentucky 
would be allowed to attend Indiana Voca-
tional-Technical College in Evansville and 
Tell City and the University of Southern In-
diana, in Evansville, at the same cost as In-
diana residents. 
But Northern Kentucky University, locat-
ed in Highland Heights near Cincinnati, re-
fused to participate. ln 1992, Indiana agreed 
to pay more than $1,200 for each Hoosier 
attending NKU. 
Indiana students at NKU also had to pay 
nearly twice as much tuition as Kentucky 
residents, though that still was less than the 
regular out-of-state rate. 
"We are sending students to Northern 
Kentucky, but we are paying for those 
spaces," Ingle said. "The objective of Indi-
ana was to blend these regions together." 
Referring to NKU's refusal to participate, 
Ingle said: "Part of that is the budgetary 
problems in that state. The Northern Ken-
tucky institution has simply been unwilling 
to fund Indiana students at a loss." 
But Gary Cox, executive director of the 
Kentucky Council on Higher Education, 
said the problem in Northern Kentucky is 
that there is no Indiana institution in the 
area. 
Meanwhile, students in Western Ken-
tucky still attend Southern Indiana and Ivy 
Tech at in-state rates, generally only a third 
to a half of what other out-of-state residents 
pay. 
USI alone has 291 Kentucky students pay-
ing in-state tuition this year, and Ivy Tech 
has 63. In Kentucky, just across the Ohio 
River from Evansville, Henderson Commu-
nity College has 90 Indiana residents paying 
in-state rates. Figures were not available for 
Owensboro Community College, which is 
also a party to the agreement. 
Ingle said he is hopeful a new agreement 
can be worked out with Kentucky officials, 
but he added: "My recommendation to the 
commission would be that if we do not 
come to some kind of agreement . . . that 
what we would need to do is place 
some kind of restriction on the 
number of students coming from 
Kentucky to the Evansville area." 
Norm Snider, a spokesman for 
the. Kentucky Council on Higher 
Education, said yesterday that it 
bad not yet received any communi-
cation from its Indiana counter• 
parts. Cox agreed that the issue 
needs to be resolved. 
"We have been talking off and on 
with Ingle and representatives in In-
diana about this situation for some 
time," Cox said yesterday. 
''We recognize there is an imbal-
ance, particularly in the Owensboro 
and Henderson area." 
' 'We're anxious to find a way to 
maintain a reciprocity agreement," 
he added. 
Cox said Kentucky officials want 
to extend the agreement to the Lou-
isville-Southern Indiana area. He 
said that would allow Hoosiers to 
attend the University of Louisville 
or Jefferson Community College at 
in-state rates, while Kentuckians 
from the Louisville area could at-
tend Indiana University-Southeast 
or Ivy Tech in Sellersburg for the 
same tuition as Hoosiers. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Friday, December 10, 1993 
Fair warning 
College students deserve to know 
if something could-be offensive 
"Gardyloo!" Irish chamber-
maids used to holler before 
tossing pails out the window 
onto the sidewalks below. 
Aren't American college stu-
dents entitled to a similar 
warning? 
Two cases. In 1991, stu-
dents in a German class at 
the University of Iowa were 
unexpectedly shown a Ger-
man film, "Taxi to the Bath-
room," containing several ho-
moerotic scenes. Later, a 
teaching assistant at the 
school treated her art class to 
a video featuring (said The 
Associated Press) "about 15 
seconds of men engaging in 
oral sex" - again with no 
caution beforehand. 
Reacting to the two inci-
dents, some University of 
Iowa students, soon joined by 
parents and alumni, pro-
tested what they regarded as 
instructors' sneak attacks on 
their sensibilities. In re-
sponse, the Iowa Board of Re-
gents recently imposed this 
policy: Teachers may present 
any videos they wish, but 
must tell students when they 
are about to see "explicit rep-
resentations of human sexual 
acts." 
The policy, though fair-
sounding, is under two lines 
of attack. 
One is that the directive is 
"homophobic." This is frivo-
lous. Undoubtedly some stu-
dents would have objected to 
being blind-sided by raw het-
erosexual videos. And the re-
gents' even-handed order cov-
ers all flavors of eros. 
The other complaint is that 
the decree suppresses speech 
and hobbles academic free-
dom. But this is a crimped 
view of the First Amend-
ment, which doesn't give pro-
fessors the right to subject 
18-year-olds to what looks a 
lot like sexual harassment. 
In Iowa, agents of the state 
(teachers, teacher aides) in 
effect dragooned a captive 
audience of students into 
being party to a presentation 
that the . instructors surely 
knew would revolt many of 
them. Yes, students might 
simply have closed their eyes 
or left the room - but only 
after having been expose·d to 
some of the offending mate-
rial. There is no such thing 
as having one's psyche a lit-
tle bit mugged. 
A caveat issued before the 
lights went out would have 
shown real respect for the 
soul of the First Amendment, 
liberty of conscience. But 
that courtesy would have de-
feated the apparently polemi-
cal purposes of some teach-
ers. The regents were right to 
make them give foul warn-
ing. 
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By JIM ROBINSON 
OF THE DAIL y INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - Bruce Mat-
tingly's lab rats and students 
have something in common. 
They both get stimulated. 
Mattingly, a Morehead State 
University psychology profes-
sor, uses cocaine and amphet-
amines to get a rise out of his 
rats in research into the ef-
fects of chronic drug use. 
For his students, he uses 
humor and a self-described 
"hyper" style to keep them on 
their toes and learning. 
"Lectures are dull, they're 
dry," said the 41-year-old Lou-
isville native. "You've got to 
keep their cortex stimulated 
and aroused and into it. 
"I'm active. I try to be hyper 
to a degree. I come out of lec-
tures on a high. I'm aroused. I 
can go in pretty sleepy, but 
when I come out, I'm awake. 
In fact, I just came out of a 
lecture and I feel pretty good 
right now, kind of a natural 
high." 
Last month, Mattingly's en-
gaging and stimulating teach-
ing style got noticed. The Ken-
tucky Academy of Science 
named him its outstanding 
college teacher for 1993. 
Ironically, his research into 
chronic drug use as a cause of 
schizophrenic-like symptoms 
helped him get the award. 
MSU psychology department 
chairman George Tapp said 
Mattingly is unique at MSU 
for involving his students in 
his research. Students rou-
tinely share authorship of his 
research papers. 
"I think the one thing Dr. 
Mattingly does extremely well 
is he involves students in and 
out of class," Tapp said. "A 
number of students help in his 
research as well and share 
credits with him. That may be 
his most unique contribu-
tion." 
"Recognition by one's col-
leagues is the highest form of 
praise," MSU President Ro-
nald Eaglin said when the 
award was announced. "Dr. 
Mattingly not only shares his 
knowledge in the traditional 
classroom setting, but also lists in lab coats. 
through his interaction with He gave up wrestling at the 
undergraduates and graduate invitation of his psychology 
students involved in re- professor, Frank Osborne, to 
search." work in his lab. There he got 
Mattingly said he takes that the exposure to research he 
approach because of his belief recommends for his students. 
that even at teaching universi- He graduated in 1974, and 
ties like MSU students should went on to get his master's de-
be exposed to research. gree and Ph.D. in psychology 
"More students go to college from the University of Ken-
in places like Morehead than tucky. He's been on MSU's fac-
they do at the UK's and so ulty since 1980. 
forth," he said. "So the future His research, which earned 
advances in science and re- him MSU's distinguished re-
search ultimately depend on searcher award in 1987, has fo-
more individuals going into cused almost exclusively on 
these fields, to graduate school the relationship between stim-
and specializing and so forth. ulants and behavior. 
"And my view is that you Mattingly's work has 
don't do tha,t unless you've brought in almost $51,000 in 
been exposed to it." grants from outside sources. 
Mattingly, the son of a thor- Mattingly said his teaching 
oughbred trainer, grew up in load and duties as faculty re-
Louisville. He's the oldest of gent prevent him from doing 
four children. as much research as his col-
He said he "wasn't a very labor~ at UK, Michael 
good high school student," but Bardo, but he said the quality 
liked math. He feared he'd of his research is just as good. 
flunk out of college. But he said he's happy to 
He picked MSU after the make that sacrifice to serve 
school's recruiters came to his primary role at MSU -
Pleasure Ridge Park High that of teacher. 
School, from which he gradu- "Welte never going to be a 
ated, and convinced him to major research institution," 
come for a visit. "Mattingly said. 
He took a psychology course But, he says, "My research 
as a freshman. The experience serves a major teaching func-
replaced his ~otion Qf the field tion. I thirµ< ifs crjtica).ly..,iul-
as full of couches and sleepy portant that students be in-
pipe-puffers, with one--of scien-~ - volved in thatn-' · • • -... 
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KSU police chief suspended 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Kentucky State University's police _chief 
was suspended for a week last month for accidentally firing a 
pistol in his office, a newspaper reported yesterday. . 
John Mason. meeting with a gun sales~ was ll_Il:loading a 
9mm handgun when a round discharged into. the ceiling above 
Mason's desk, university General Counsel Reginald Thomas told 
The State Journal. Mason was suspended without pay Nov. 12-18. 
r 
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Uori.seeks· credit for prior cuts 
in list:, of program~ it offers to ax 
By BEN Z. HERSHBE!l,G 
Staff Writer · 
The University · of Louisville has 
given a state commission a list of 
programs it is willing to eliminate. 
But the list, which the commis-
sion requested, consists mostly of 
programs that haven't been active 
for years or already are being, 
phased out,· 
For Robert Stenger, a member of 
a faculty committee that was told. 
about the list Nov. 29, the offer "is 
an exercise in creative accounting.". 
"I can't see ·there's going to be a. 
big savings in this at all," he said. 
The list includes an effort to get 
credit from the state for cutting 18 
programs that already have been 
eliminated since 1991, including sev-
eral two-year degrees, Stenger said. 
And it includes programs that use 
teachers from different departments 
and have no faculty of their own. 
But Stenger believes most faculty 
members agree with the way the ad-
ministration is answering the state 
call for program cuts to reduce du-
plication in higher education. · · 
"I think the main concern we 
(professors) share with the adminis-
tration is that these· decisions are 
being made from outside," by state 
officials, not academic experts.-
Stenger said. And they're being 
made too quickly, because the com-
mission, appointed by the governor, 
has been given ·only about three 
months to recommend major 
changes in higher education, he 
said. 
James Miller, the Owensboro law-
U OF LCUTS 
Undergraduate programs th$ the University of Louisville has 
proposed to eliminate In ·response ·to a request from the 
Govemor'11 -Higher Education Review Commission: 
Program Status 
American studies . Being phased out 
Food service, nutrition Being phased out . 
General botany To be eliminated in reorganization 
General nursing · , Inactive 
General zoology To be eliminated in reorganization 
Geology.·. Being _phased out 
Linguistics Faculty has proposed eliminating 
Social work. Inactive · 
Urban ~rs- Fewer than 10 majors : 
Souroe:· U al L Facutty Senala Academic Programs Committee 
yer who is chairman of the gover- era! nursing has been inactive for 
nor's commission, understands the several years because.it is being~ 
universities' concerns about time •.. : placed- with more specialized pro-
"I would anticipate we wllf be grams, said Justine Speer, dean of 
recommending the elimination of nursing. So dropping the degree is 
about 150 programs" at the two- simply a matter of eliminating a 
year, four-year and graduate levels, course number from the catalog, 
Miller said. · she said. 
He doesn't know if those cuts will Larry Mehlbauer, U of L's direc-. 
free muc)l m~ney for investment ~ tor of planning and budget, decline11 
~!her uruversity pro!:"U!19, but. this to be interviewed about the pro-
JS only the first step, ~er sa}d. . posed program cuts. But through 
The Kentucky Council on Higher spokeswoman Denise Fitzpatrick, 
Education will keep reviewing uni- he said that the list discussed with 
versity courses. 8!1d will !ind m~re the academic programs committee 
programs to eliminate, Miller S81d. was based on the state guidelines. 
"Thus.. ~ar, ~•m ~onably The commission didn't require 
pl~ased, Miller S81d .. "I think we're u of L to consider financial savings 
got.ng to make significant strides, in its analysis Fitzpatrick said. 
eve~ though '!e d?,n't meet every- l',fehlbauer 'listed programs al-
one. s expectations. ready being phased out because the 
Llsts of programs to be cut were administration felt it should get 
requ~ed by the_ Governor's 1:fi~er credit for such action, F"itzpatrick 
Education Review COIIIJl!ISSIOn, said. . . 
which meets today in Frankfort and 
plans to recommend by Tuesday 
changes to streamline the state's 
universities and colleges. 
The governor's orders in creating 
the commission were for it to rec-
ommend eliminating degree pro-
grams duplicated at several schools 
and which have low enrollment. 
The U of L undergraduate pro-
gram in linguistics meets the guide-
line because it has just six students, 
· modem languages professor How-
ard Altman said. None responded 
when he wrote to tell them of a fac-
ulty decision to eliminate the degree 
a few weeks ago. 
A year ago the faculty,. all of 
whom teach in other departments 
while also teaching linguistics, vot-
ed to phase out the undergraduate 
degree so they could concentrate on 
the graduate program, Altman said. 
The undergraduate degree i)! gen• 
l.fxlNGTON HERALD-LEADER, l.ExiNGTON, KY. ■ WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 15 1993 ,, ' ' reaction is sounding against education 
reform in Kentucky, 
but to their credit 
most lawmakers are 
~Ups and downs 
A hero; Pitino m a muddle; and other topics i====:=..1 refusing to march to. it. A clear example came recently 
from some Western.Kentucky law-
What to do when the .topic calls 
for less than a full-blown editoriaV 
Give it a familiar signal, a practice 
we begin today and will continue 
when the occasion arises. 
Most people nev-
er heard of Rafael 
Rosas before and 
may not again, but 
at the moment he 
deserves some atten-
===== tion and praise. 
Rosas happened onto the scene 
of a tragic accident on Viley Road · 
on Sunday that claimed four lives. 
Rosas pulled 8-year-old Michael 
White from a burning car. His · 
actions saved the child's -Jife and 
kept the accident's toll from being. 
even greater than it was. 
Whatever else Rosas may do in 
his life, this much-is certain. Here 
and ·now, he is a hero . 
••• 
Rick Pitino 
knows a lot about 
basketball, . but he 
sometimes seems 
to struggle to un-
derstand its fans 
in Kentucky. 
UK fans are 
upset these days because of their 
favorite team's pre-conference 
home schedule. By Dec. 30, Pitino's 
Cats will have entertained noted 
basketball powers Tennessee Tech, 
Eastern Kentucky, Morehead State, 
San Francisco and Robert Morris. 
Pitino's first reaction was to 
suggest that the fans don't value 
Southeastern Conference-games· 
enough. (What? You aren't looking 
forward to the scintillating mat-
chups with South Carolina and 
Georgia?) His second was to prom-
ise a tougher pre-conference sched-
ule in the future, at the expense of 
the in-state teams on the schedule. 
Sorry, coach, but the fans aren't 
upset about playing Eastern and 
Morehead. They just don'funder-
stand why they have paid good 
money to see the Cats cow-stomp 
the likes of Philip - oops, sorl:Y, 
Robert Moms: 
Beef up the schedule by all 
means, but not at the expense of 
other state schools, And don't 
blame the decision on the fans. 
••• 
If a university is 
only as good as its 
students (which 
seems a reasonable 
enough proposition), 
====::..i then things are oick-
--- ·-·-ing up at the TJiii- makers. · 
versity of Kentucky. A group that calls itself Ameri-
This year, UK ranks in the top ca Awaken has lately been parrot-
10 among all public universities in . ing the hysterical views of self-
the number of National Merit styled legislative chaplain Joe 
Scholars emolled. Among all uni- Adams. Adams and his followers 
versities and colleges (both public say that the 1990 Kentucky Educa-
an~ private) UK ranked 22nd: . tion Reform Act promotes satan-
That apparently reflects two ism and a host of other evils. 
things. One, UK is offering the · That's nonsense of course, and 
kind of undergraduate education lawmakers from the region such as 
top students want. And the word is state Sen. Freed Curd, and state 
getting out among those: students. ·· Reps. Frank Rasche and Charles 
Now if somebody can create , Geveden have been quick to dis-
some jobs that will keep those kids miss the group's petition drive. 
here after they graduate . . . Here's hoping that other members 
• • ■ of the legislature do the same. 
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Residence-halls chief-
, 
· at UK shoots himself 
to death at school farm 
By GREGORY A. HALL 
Special Writer 
LEXINGTON, Ky. -A University 
of Kentucky administrator, Robert 
A. Clay, was found shot in the head 
yesterday on a UK farm. The coro-
ner's office ruled the death a sui-
cide. 
Clay, 42, was director of UK resi-
dence halls. 
Farm hands -at Maine Chance 
Farm found his body about 7:30 
a.m. His car was found next to a 
barn. 
The weapon 
fice,'' he said. "He was usually here 
early and stayed late." 
Clay's colleagues were shocked 
by his death. They remembered him 
as "Mr. UK," a man who had not 
lived off campus since coming to 
UK in fall 1969 after graduating 
from Williamson (YI.Va.) High 
School, 
He graduated from UK in 1973 
and became a head resident in the 
residence halls. He moved up .the 
ladder, becoming director in 1988. 
He was working on a doctoral de-
gree at the time of his death. 
"He just loved 




what he did,"" 
"He Just loved said Vice Presi-
what he did. As dent for Univer-
far as I knew, sity Relations 
son, Joe Burch, who 
Clay left a he was just Mr. worked with . 
note to his boss, Residence Clay as dean of 
Vice Chancellor H I I Th , students. "As far 
for Student Af. a S■ at S as I knew, he 
fairs James:~; what he wanted was just' Mr. 
Kuder,_ but ' to do." Residence Halls. 
Kuder would not That's what he 
disclose the COn- Joe Burch, vice president t d t d " f . ·1y It' wane o o. tents. or urnvers1 re a ions "He had a Joy-
The universi- '-------•·--■-1 alty that· was 
ty's internal auditors began looking sort of special,'' said David Stock-
l!t an account under Clay's jurisdic- ham, dean of students. 
lion two weeks ago, said C. Leslie Clay's motl)er, Aletha Clay, said 
Dawson, who oversees UK's audi- her son gave her no clues he might 
tors. take his life. 
The account contains student-fee She said Kuder had not told her 
nioney. Dawson said his office re- what her son's note said. ''We don't 
ceived tips about "both a manage- know anything about it,'' she said. 
ment problem and a question with Clay was born and raised in Black 
regard to the appropriateness" of Gem, Ky., "a wide place in the 
some expenditures.- road" outside Belfty, said his father, 
Dawson said the audit will be Robert D. Clay. 
done in a month, and auditors have Besides his parents, who live in 
reached no conclusions so far. Lexington, Clay's survivors include 
· Clay was out of the office Mon- three sisters: Melissa Hatfield of 
day, but Kuder said someone from Lexington, Sharon Battistello of Bir-
the university had spoken with him mingham, Ala., and Connie Lambert 
during the day and nothing seemed of Woodhaven, Mich. 
amiss. W.R Milward Mortuary, Broad-
: Nor was there anything unusual way, in Lexington, is handling the 
about Clay's office yesterday morn- arrangements. 
ing, Kuder said. Aletha Clay said the family will 
"The only thing abnormal about hold a memorial service, liut a time 
1+ n,,.,.. Dnh (")!:lo n'"1C!fl't in hic:o nf_ h'!lrf nnt ht:aon ~t uoct,:i,rrfo,u 
Dec.. JI,., /993 
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State's .public universities.:agree 
to:eliminate ··203--degree:ptograms 
By .BEN Z. HERSHBERG. 
Staff Writer 
Kentucky's eight public universi-
ties agreed yesterday to eliminate 
203 degree programs, more than 15 
percent of all the programs offered. 
The programs that would be cut 
have accounted for only about 5 
percent of the degrees the schools 
have granted in recent years and . 
are expected to affect few, if any, 
professors when the cuts take effect 
next fall. ~ · · -·~ .. :... •~··_., 
And it's not clear how much mon, 
ey the cuts would ·saye for reinvest-
ment in more important operations. 
But Sheny Jelsma, chairwoman 
of the co~ttee of· higher-educa-
tion leaders who developed the list, 
declared victory in the sometimes 
divisive effort. 
"I'm glad this process is over, 
and, 1 might say, begun," Jelsma 
said at a meeting of the review com-
mission in Frankfort. "We all know 
this will be an ongoing effort." 
The review commission appointed 
by Gov. Brereton Jones has been 
meeting thr~~e,:e fall to fin<) 
ways of stre · · the state's col-
leges and universities, and it asked 
the schools_ to eliminate programs 
that had too few students and were 
duplicated at several universities. 
. On Monday it will vote OJ). a final 
report that will be submitted to the 
governor. . 
_The issues it considered yesterday 
included performance measure-
ments that will ·be· used to help set 
the state higher-education budget 
for 1995. A committee of the review 
commission spent much of yester-
day morning debating which meas-
urements should be used for bud-
geting. Several university leaders 
urged the group to accept measure-
ments that would better reflect their 
schools' missions. 
University of Louisville President 
Donald Swain said after the meet-
ing that he was disappointed the 
committee didn't accept his ideas 
about. considering graduation rates 
for different kinds of students, in-
cluding those who transfer from 
community colleges, first-time . 
freshmen and other categories. 
By lumping student graduation 
rates • together as a. performance 
measurement, as the committee de-
cided todo,.UofL's.many part-time 
students,. who take longer to gradu-
ate than the national average, will 
make it difficult for the school to 
show improvement, Swain said .. 
Several other U of L. suggestions 
for performance measurements, in-
cluding the . satisfaction of recent 
graduates, were accepted. A Univer-
sity of Kentucky · suggestion ·that 
performance measurements include 
national ranking among research 
TARGETED- FOR ELIMINATION 
' . Chart shows some of the 203 degree programs that the state's 
public universities want to eliminate because of duplication and 
low enrollment. 
Eastern Kentucky University 
■ Associate's degree In ornamental horticulture management. 
■ Bachelor's degree in fashion design and illustration. 
· Kentucky State University 
■ Associate's degree in manufacturing technology. 
■ Assoclate's degree in child .care for providers/assistants. 
Morehead State Untve~lty • .,,, ·.;:": \.';\~;: -
■ Associate's degnie in agricultural_,production for 
workers/managers. · ., . ..;_ . ., ,,;;.: c.,;:,;:_ ;_, ·..,;:~ :;::', ..... , 
■ Associate's degree lh fashion merphandising. 
■ Bachelor's degree in-Earth and plan_~-sciences. 
Murray State University ., ,:<'-· 
■Bachelor's degree in agricultural power-machinery operation. 
■ Associate's degree in data processing technology: 
■ Bachelor's degree in home economics teacher. education. 
Northern Kentucky University 
■ Bachelor's degree in speech and" theater. 
■ Associate's degree in chemical technology. 
■ Associate's degree in fire protection. 
University of Kentucky 
■ Bachelor's degree in agric·ultural_ business and management. 
■ Bachelor's degree in food sciences and technology. 
■ Bachelor's degree in library science teacher. education. 
■ Bachelor's degree in entomology. .. 
University of Louisville, 
■ Master's degree in home economics teacher education. 
■ Master's degree In general• applied mathematics. 
Western Kentucky University 
■ Associate's degree in agricultural power machinery operation. 
■ Master's degree in city/urban/community/regional planning. 
■ Bachelor's degree in engineering physics. 
SOurce:_ Governor's Higher E_~ucatfon Review commlssfon 
institutions also was included. 
While one committee of the re-
view commission debated perform-
ance measurements, another dis-
cussed programs to be terminated. 
. "Many of the· program termina-
tions at the universities were at the 
• 
associate's degree level," said Mi-
chael Gardone, deputy executive di-
rector of the &:entucky Council on 
Higher Education, which provided 
staff for the review commission. 
Many others will be consolidated 
into ongoing programs, Gardone 
s_aid. The Council on Higher Educa-
tion will be reviewing many other 
programs · in the future that niay 
have too few students or may be of-
fered at too:many schools, he said.· 
Jim Booth, provost of Murray 
State . University, said .the commis-
sion hllS required. a great deal of in; 
formation and decision-making in a· 
short period of time •. While Mur• 
• ray's administration has recom•· 
mended. 27 programs for elimina-' 
tion, the. faculty and trustees also• 
must review the programs, he said. · 
Students. already enrolled-in pro• 
grams to be cut will have time to'• 
complete their degrees, Booth· said. 
Faculty members will teach ·in other 
programs or be "taken · care of' 
through ongoing attrition/ he.said. -
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200 degree programs at colleges 
targeted for ·possible elimination 
BY OOmE BEAN 
HERALD-LEADER EoucATION WRITER 
FRANKFORT - About 200 
degree programs at the state's 
eight universities were pinpointed 
for possible elimination yesterday, 
as a state commission on higher 
education began to wind up its 
work. 
Commission members also 
completed work on a draft to 
change the way higher education is 
financed, proposing that future 
funding be based on 'l:/ factors 
such as student graduation rates 
and alumni satisfaction rather than 
on enrollment 
The programs identified for 
cutting ranged from a certification 
program for farm machinery opera-
tors at Western Kentucky Universi-
ty to more than two dozen educa-
tion courses at several universities. 
All of the universities had been 
asked by the Higher Education 
Review Commission to identify and 
review programs that produce few 
graduates or that duplicate pro-
grams at other universities. 
The resulting list of 200 repre-
sents about 15 percent of the 1,295 
programs offered by all the 
schools. 
The list and other proposals the 
commission has been working on 
are to be debated and voted on 
when the panel holds its last meet-
ing Monday. Those proposals that 
are approved will be included in a 
report to Gov. Brereton Jones, 
which is due Tuesday. 
Jones appointed the commis-
sion early this fall to tackle a broad 
range of quality and efficiency 
issues, promising that if universi-
ties adopted some meaningful re-
forms he would recommend they 
be spared from budget cuts in the 
coming biennium. 
But it was unclear yesterday 
whether eliminating or consolidat-
ing programs would have much 
effect on costs at the universities. 
Several presidents said they did 
not know how much would be 
saved by cutting or consolidating 
programs at their universities. 
"I've not begun to project the 
impact," UK President Charles T. 
Wethington said. 
Morehead State University 
President Ronald Eaglin said he 
also could not estimate how much 
Morehead would save by eliminat-
ing three dozen programs. 
If UK were to eliminate a pro-
gram that attracts 20 students, 
Wethington said, those students 
probably would still come to UK 
but enroll in another program. 
"We would still have the cost of 
educating them." 
And the programs probably 
would not be phased out immedi-
ately. 
Beginning in the fall of 1994, no 
new students would be admitted to 
any program scheduled for elimina-
tion, but the programs would con-
tinue until the students already 
enrolled in them graduated. 
UK dental school safe 
for now, lawmakers say 
BY DomE BEAN 
HERALD-lfADER Eouc:ATION WRITER 
FRANKFORT - The 1994 General Assem-
bly is unlikely to shut down the University of 
Kentucky's dental school or any other profes-
sional school in the state, the two top legislative 
leaders said yesterday. 
"I don't see any chance of that happening," 
said Senate President John A. "&k" Rose, D-
Winchester. 
Proposals as divisive as closing a dental 
school need to be made and pursued long before 
the beginning of a legislative session, said House 
Speaker Joe Clarke, D-Danville. 
Kentucky has two dental schools - one at 
UK and one at the University of Louisville -
and three law schools - at UK, U of L and 
Northern Kentucky University. 
Proposals to shut one or more professional 
schools have been made several times in the 
past, largely because of a glut of dentists and 
lawyers in the state. 
The latest move to shut down a dental 
school was suggested by state Cabinet Secretary 
Kevin Hable to a commission appointed by Gov. 
Brereton Jones, who asked its members to 
streamline Kentucky's higher education system. 
Area programs on 11st for ellmlnatlon 
Here is where many of the cuts would come under a proposal to 
reduce duplication and low-interest areas of study at the University 
of Kentucky and three Central and Eastern Kentucky universities. 
■ University of Kentucky - At least 13 baccalaureate or 
master's degree programs in education would be eliminated or 
combined with oilier programs; other EfograIDS that could be cut or 
combined are in agriculture and natural resources, home economics, 
biological sciences, psychology and health professions. 
■ Eastern Kentucky University - Identified for elimination: 
associate degree programs in ornamental horticulture, parks, recrea-
tion and leisure facilities management, and security and loss 
prevention services; baccalaureate programs in fisheries science, four 
programs in education, two in home economics, religion and religious 
studies, and fashion design and illustration. 
• Kentucky State University - Identified for elimination; 
associate degree programs in manufacturing technology, associate 
child-care provider, and law enforcement and police sciena-; baccalau-
reate in visual and performing arts. 
• Morehead State University - Identified for elimination: 
associate programs in agricultural production workers management, 
journalism, radiQ and television broadcasting and broadcasting 
technology, data processing technology, corrections; four baccalaure-
ate programs in communications, including journalism; five baccaJau-
reate_ programs in education; eight associate degree programs in 
engineering technology; eight associate and baccalaureate programs 
in home economics; a baccaJaureate program in earth and planetary 
science, and three associate degree programs irt business. 
The efforts to reduce duplica-
tion and make changes in funding 
have been touted by commission 
members as some of the more 
significant proposals the commis-
sion has been considering. 
But disaission of those issues 
has been overshadowed by more 
controversial proposals, such as 
closing the dental school at UK and 
enhancing UK's engineering school. 
Neither of those issues came up 
at yesterday's meeting, but the 
proposals apparently will stilJ be 
among those to be voted on Mon-
day when the commission forges 
its final report 
Identified for 
elimination 
University . . . . . No. progra ms 
Eastern. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
KSU ...... . . . .. . .... .. ..... 4 
Morehead . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 
Murray . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 28 
Northern . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
UK• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . 42 
U of L . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Western . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
Communuy colleges....... 26 
-several UK programs tapped for 
elimination would actually be 
IV\ncn1it4~ta.rl n,1th "'tho.- n..-.,_..,..""'c, 
/ 
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By MARK SCHAVER, Staff Writer 
and called the proposal to link state 
funding to performance their big-
gest accomplishment. . 
· That proposal, which was already 
being considered by the Council on 
Higher Education, calls for tying 
state funding to graduation rates, 
alumni and employer satisfaction 
and other measures of how the col-
leges and universities are doing. 
State funding now is based largely 
on enrollment. 
"We have accomplished a lot, and 
the accomplishments are particular-
ly significant if you realize that be-
cause of the short time frame with 
FRANKFORT, Ky. -After four months of sometinies which we had to act, everything 
contentious debate, a commission yesterday recom- which has occurred was by consen-
mended eliminating 203 programs at Kentucky's public sus of higher education in Ken-
community colleges and universities. tucky," said Chairman James Mill-
The Governor's Higher Education Review Commis- er, who is also the chairman of the 
sion adopted 14 recommendations, including imposing Council on Higher ·Education. 
stricter admission standards and linking state funding "As you can understand, it's very 
to each school's performance. · difficult to get eight institutions of 
But it backed away from a proposal to close one or higher education in Kentucky to 
Kentucky's two dental schools, one of the most politi- :~~-~omplete agreement about 
cally explosive issues it considered. Nor did it endorse No other issue has illustrated that 
eliminating any of the other professional schools, de- more than the debate about the den-
spite criticism that Kentucky has too many dental, law ta! schools at the University of Ken-
and medical schools for a state its size. tucky and the University of Louis-
Most of the programs the commission recommended ville. 
for elimination - 16 percent of all those offered - have Kevin Hable, Jones' Cabinet sec-
few studenis or are duplicated at other schools. retary, had proposed closing the UK 
"A considerable amount has been accomplished, but dental school and giving more mon-
1 expect we will be criticized for doing little because we ey to its engineering school to make 
didn't accomplish every goal we set out with," said Sen. it one of the top·25 in the country. 
Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana, a commission member and the UK objected vehemently, howev-
chairman of the Senate Education Committee. er, and, yesterday Hable offered a 
Ford compared the recommendations to the· land- compromise that would keep both 
mark Kentucky Education Reform Act of 1990. "I think dental sch~ols open but reduce their 
it only fitting and proper that Kentucky be on the cut- , state funding. 
ting edge of reforming higher education just as (ii) _did : · The reduced fynding would be 
elementary and secondary education." 1 made up for ~y . mcreased reve~ue 
The recommendations now go to· Gov. Brereton :. fn?m the Medicaid program, which 
Jones, who formed the panel _in August to look ~or ways , :=~r
th;~~r.:ai d:~~~ols c1:_ 
to save money by restructunng higher education. Medicaid is being expanded to cov- · 
Commission members said they met Jones' mandate er about 200,000 more people. 
"I view this as an honorable com-
promise arrived at in good faith by 
peo_ple who were genuinely interest-
ed m the best for higher education, 
the best for the Commonwealth of 
Kentucky and the best for our peo-
ple," Hable said. "This is by no 
means an expedient contrivance." 
U,of L President Donald Swain, 
however, said that the governor's 
original proposal was better and 
that the new proposal ''will not have 
as . much logic or integrity." 
But he-added: "If the political de-
cision was made, we can live with it. 
That's a political finesse we can un-
derstand. It has been going on for a 
long time." 
The commission also recommend-
ed going ahead with improving 
UK's engineering school. The rec-
ommendation says U of L's engi-
neering school will not receive any 
less money, but that didn't satisfy 
Swain, who said he would submit a 
separate report to .the governor. 
"The logic of the commission is 
that the state should continue to in-
vest in two dental schools," he said. 
"The same logic should be applied 
for the engineering schools as 
well." 
The commission also recommend-
ed putting the money that will be 
saved through more reliance on 
Medicaid - as much as $3 million 
over two years - into a fund for 
improving engineering programs. 
1:hat proposal passed despite objec' 
lions from Ford and Rep. Freed 
Curd, D-Murray, the chairman of 
the House Education Committee. 
Ford said that the money for engi-
neering would in effect be coming 
from Medicaid and that he had a 
"philosophical" problem with that 
approach. 
"When the committee first started 
we needed to cut back, and here we 
are building another cushion for the 
two dental schools," Curd said. 
"This committee is ki!ld of prema-
ture in acting as.a budget commit-
tee at this time." 
· The commission adopted several 
other recommendations, including 
forming . another commission to 
look at whether the state;s commu-
nity-college and· vocational-school 
programs shoul4 . be merged. An-
' other says the medical schools at 
U of L and UK should do more to 
get their graduates to practice in 
Kentucky. 
UK President Charles Wethington 
said the commission "pretty much 
ignored" the issue of whether 
enough Kentuckians are entering 
the state's colleges and· universities 
in the first place. He said the state 
also still needs to do more to in-
crease funding for higher education. 
Wethington.said higher education 
might have gotten to the point 
where it is "as productive and effi-
cient as we can stand.". 
"It will take additional funding if 
the universities in this state are go-
ing to become the kinds of first-rate 
universities that this commonwealth 
needs and deserves," he said. 
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These are the courses identified for 
elimination at the state universities. These 
include associate degree programs (A), bach-
elor's (B), specialist (5), master's (M), and 
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Care Provider/Assistant (A); Law Enforce-
ment/Police Science (A): Visual and Perlonn-
ing Arts (B) . 
Morehead State University 
Agricultural Production Workers/Man-
agers (A); Journalism (A, B): Radio and TV 
Broadcasting (A, B); Radio/TV Broadcasting 
Tech. (A); Photojournalism (B); Advertising-
Public Relations (B); Data Processing Tech. 
(A); Technical Teacher Ed. (A); Agricultural 
Teacher Ed. (B); Home Economics Teacher 
Ed. (B); Tech./lndustrial Arts Teacher Ed. 
(B); Trade/Industrial Teacher Ed. (B); Busi-
ness Teacher Ed. (M); 
Architectural Engineering Technician 
Courses targeted for elimination ·,. 
(A); Electrical/Communications Engr. Tech. · Mathematics. General (B); Business/Manage- General (B); Interior Design (M); Radiological 
(A); Electromechanical Tech./Technician (A); rial Economics (B) Health (B); Medical Anatomy (M); Mediclil 
Man~facturing Tech. (A); Pow!" Tech. (A); Northern Kentucky University Biochemistry(¥); Me4jcal Physiolof!f,(IJ,11.!. 
Drafting, Ge~eral (A); Gf:!ph1c Arts (!'>); Junior High/Middle School Teacher Ed. . Univ~rsilY. ·01. Louisville . .'!L{j:y, 
Welder/W_e\dmg Techn~logist (A); Fa~non . (B); Art Teacher £d. (B); Music Teacher Ed. • Elementary Teacher Ed. (BJ; .. 1iiniii 
Mer~hand1s1ng tAt, 9'ild Care Provider/ (B); Trade/Industrial Teacher Ed. (B); Elec- . High/Middle School Teacher Ed, (II); lt.iiie 
Assistant (A); Institutional Food Wor!<er5/ trical/Communications . Engr. Tech. (A); Economics Teacher Ed. (MY, Liniruisi!is_@ 
Administrators (A); Home FurnIShings/ Manufacturing Tech: (A); Speech and The- . Speech and Theatre (B); Botany, l:ei.!tar\11). 
~u1pme~t Installers (A): Foods and Nulrl- atrc (B); Chemical Tech. (A); Fire Protection/ , Zoology, General (B); Applied Ma~-, 
hon Studies. General (B); . Safety Technician (A); Medical Radiologic General . (M); Chemistry and Business ~ 
Housing Studies, General (B); C_Iothmg/ Tech. (B); Medical Tech. (B); Executive · Urban Studies/Affairs (B); Opns. Mgt/Su, 
Apparel and Textile Studies (B); lnst1tutional Assistant/Secretary (A); Labor/Personnel pervision (A); Administrative Assisimit/See, 
Food Workers/Administrators (B); Earth Relations.and Studies (A,); Real Estate (A) • retarial Science (A) ::· .;, 
and ~arietary ~en~ (B); Corrections/ · University of Ke~tilcky _ : Westeni Kentucky_ Unlversliy 1 ., 
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al Business Opns. (B); Agricultural Power Economics Teacher Ed. (B. M); Science Teacher Ed. (M); Home Emnomics Teacher 
Machinery Operator (B); Ornamental Horti- Teacher Ed. (B); Trade/Industrial. Teacher Ed. (!>I); Tech./lndustrial Arts Teacher-Ed,, 
culture Opns./Mgt. (B); Animal Sciences, Ed. (B, M); Library Science Teacher Ed (B); · (M); Science Teacher Ed., General (M); .Social 
General (B); Agronomy and Crop Science (B); Math/Physical Sciences Teacher Ed. (B); Science. Teacher Ed, (M); Math/Physical .. 
Fisheries Sciences/Mg!. (B); Wildlife and Counselor Ed./Guidance Services. (S); Sciences Teacher Ed. (M); Communications 
Wildlands Mgt. (B); Vocational Teacher Ed. (S); Foods and Nutri- Teacher £d. (¥); Psychology Teac!ter £d. 
Data Proc,ssing Tech. (A)· Technical .lion Studies, General (B); Consumer Econom- (M); Engr.' Physics (B); Electrical/Communi: 
Teacher Ed. (A); Agricultural Teacher Ed. ics "!'d Sci"!'ce (M): Clothing( Apparel and cations Engr. T':'\J- (At, Occu_pational Saf<> I 
(B);HomeEconomicsTeacherEd.(B);Tech./ -Textile Studies (M); Mathematics and Com- ty/Health Technician_ (At, Power Tech. (A); 
Industrial Arts Teacher Ed. (B); Civil Engr. puter Science (B); Botany, General (B); Micro- Home Economics, Geheral (M); Speedi :ihd' 
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putting them into engineering," he 
said. 
IBt.est compromise 
to keep both st.ate 
dental schools open 
BY DomE BEAN 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
FRANKFORT - Like oth-
er efforts before it, a proposal 
to close one dental school in 
Kentucky ended in compro-
mise yesterday. 
The University of Ken-
tucky and the University of 
Louisville both can keep their 
dental schools. However, they 
will not receive more state tax 
dollars for the schools the next 
two years than they now are 
receiving, according to a rec-
ommendation endorsed by the 




tion which will be sent to Gov. 
Bre;eton Jones. also includes a 
complicated switch of general t!"' 
dollars for Medicaid dollars, with 
the dental schools relying more on 
Medicaid funds. 
UK and U of L could keep any 
savings that resulted, but would 
have to spend them on enhancmg 
the two universities' engineenng 
schools. 
The compromise was enthusi-
asticallv supported by UK Presi-
dent Charles T. Wethington. whose 
dental school might have been 
closed while it was seen as "politi-
cal fi~esse" by U of L President 
Donald Swain, whose dental school 
would have been the only one left. 
· "But I understand the political 
realities" Swain said. "The gover-
nor wa~ts this changed. so it will 
be changed." 
He said U of L reluctantly 
would support continuing two den-
tal schools. "We've accepted that 
viewpoint for 10 years through 
several previous studies, through 
several previous finesses." 
State Sen. Ed Ford, D-Cynth-
iana also objected to the recom-
mendation, but for a differen! rea-
son: He said he was philosophically 
opposed to using what essentially 
are health-care dollars to fund engi-
neering. 
"I would prefer to see the 
(savings) go into the general fund,'" 
said Ford, a member of the com-
mission. . 
State Cabinet Secretary Kevin 
Hable, who had earlier proposed 
merging the two schools at U o'. L, 
yesterday offered the compromise, 
which he said was worked out by 
Jones. Wethington and Swain. 
· Hable said new circumstances 
had arisen since a merger or clos-
ing of UK's dental school was 
proposed: Jones has drafted a new 
Medicaid program for Kentucky. 
The state recently worked out a 
plan with the federal government 
that would bring 201,000 more low-
income Kentuckians under the 
Medicaid umbrella. entitling them 
to dental care as well. 
That seemed to establish a 
need for more dental education and 
dental care in the state. rather than 
less, Hable said. 
The state now reimburses UK 
and U of L for dental care provided 
to indigent patients with 100 per-
cent state funds. 
If Jones' Medicaid plan works. 
most of that care would be paid for 
with Medicaid dollars. which in-
clude 31 percent state money and 
69 percent federal dollars. 
The commission's recommen-
dation was to deduct one state tax 
dollar from the dental schools' 
budgets for every Medicaid dollar 
they receive for newly covered 
patients. 
But Ford said he was reluctant 
to commit any dollars saved from 
the arrangement because the state 
doesn't know what the full effect of 
providing care to 201,000 new pa-
tients will be. 
"l think it is a little premature 
to be taking Medicaid dollars and 
The commission agreed to send 
the recommendation to Jones but 
asked him to determine whether 
there are adequate funds in the 
Medicaid budget before using the 
savings from the dental schools for 
the engineering schools. 
Fonner Gov. Edward T. 
Breathitt, chairman of UK's board 
of trustees and one of the 26 
commission members. said he was 
relieved by the compromise. 
"We've got a lot of important 
things we need to deal with in 
higher education and I'm relieved 
we don't have this on the table to 
put before the members of the 
legislature." Breathitt said. 
The dental schools have been a 
favorite target of higher education 
cost-cutting efforts for the last 
decade. 
They are among the 10 small-
est in the nation. Kentucky, which 
has an oversupply of general den-
tists. is the smaliest state to have 
two public dental schools. 




OMEHOW many of us 
weren't surprised by the 
results of a new Harvard 
University study indicating 
that American schools are more 
segregated now than ihey have 
been in the last quarter century. 
Surprised? No. Dismayed? Yes. 
This study arrives, just months 
before we mark the 40th anniver-
sary of the Brown v. Board of Edu-
cation decision, which declared 
that "separate but equal" educa-
tion systems were inherently un-
constitutional. 
Conducted by Harvard's Project 
on School Desegregation, the re-
port examined the status of Ameri-
can schools in the period of 1991-
92. Some of the things it found in 
schools dominated by minorities 
were downright unacceptable. 
Statistics in the report indicate 
that two-thirds of African-Ameri-
can public school students attend 
institutions where more than half 
the enrollment is either black or 
Hispanic. There are exceptions, 
but generally these schools are 
poorer, their facilities less attrac-
tive and the prospects for their stu-
dents less bright. 
What is more, the Harvard 
group found that the nation's 
schools have moved toward rese-
gregation over the period since 
1968 - a trend that, sadly, reflects 
the tone of the rhetoric in the Nix-
on-Reagan-Bush years. Courts 
turned away from busing as a rem-
edy for segregation. And federal 
policies discouraged financial sup-
port for the districts that, ad~ira-
bly, attempted to implement volun-
tary desegregation efforts. 
Aside from the fact that this 
· policy is morally wrong, it is also 
counterproductive. Minorities ac-
count for growing percentages of 
our young people, and they are 
our future, too. 
In the same week that this dis-
turbing report emerged, so did 
some encouraging news: philan-
thropist Walter Annenberg has 
pledged a half-billion dollars to 
public school systems that encour-
age innovative teaching. 
We hope he - or his designees 
- will come to Jefferson County, 
because we think they will be en-
couraged. But we also hope they 
will pay particular attention to 
those districts that manage to be 
innovatiye, effective - and inte-
grated. 
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Already in financial vise, I-AA schools face major decisions 
By DAVE KOERNER 
Staff Writer 
Division 1-M football schools, in-
cluding Eastern Kentucky and 
Western Kentucky, might be com-
promised the most financially by 
efforts to balance opportunities for 
male and female athletes. 
Not only do they have less flexi-
bility than larger schools in shifting 
money from men's programs to 
women, they also often face more 
difliculty in increasing women's re-
sources. 
First of all, athletic budgets at I-
M schools are considerably small-
er than those at Division I-A foot-
ball schools, which have larger 
coaching staffs and offer many 
more scholarships. Also, they rare-
ly have self-sufficient athletic de-
partments, instead relying heavily 
on student fees and university 
funds, 
In addition, many 1-M schools, 
such as Morehead State and Mur-
ray State, are situated in small 
communities and might lack large 
fan bases and corporate sponsors. 
Division 1-M schools seldom en-
joy the TV appearances that pro-
vide much-welcomed dollars to 
their bigger brothers. In fact, the 
Ohio Valley Conference - which 
includes Eastern, Morehead and 
Murray - underwrites a basketball 
l!ackage that translates to about 
$1,000 in expenses each time a 
school is on TV. 
And to compound matters, many 
states, including Kentucky, have 
experienced budgetary shortfalls, 
creating even more pressure for 
cuts in non-academic nre:is. 
"I spend most of my days trying 
to reduce costs and generate rel(-
enue. That's practically all I do," 
said Michael Strickland, athletic di- · 
rector at Murray. "It's a constant 
battle." 
Factor in gender equity and the 
situation intensifies. 
"The economy is sluggish. En-
rollment is decreasing at many 
schools. This is about the woist 
time for gender equity to bappen," 
said Lou Marciani, former athletic 
director at Western. -
Of the four 1-M football schools 
in Kentucky - Eastern, Morehead, 
Murray and Western - none is 
considering cutting men's sports, 
but all fear having to do so to ac-
commodate gender equity. 
The reason is simple. At all [our 
schools, the male-female ratio 
among athletes is around 70-30, in 
line with the national average. 
However, the ratio of full-time 
undergraduates at the. four schools 
in 1992-93 ranged from 59-41 fe. 
male at Morehead to 53-47 female 
at Murray. 
Murray slashed $300,000 from its 
athletic budget last year and must 
cut $210,000 more over the next 
three years. Its overall coaching 
staff is already well under the 
NCM ceiling. And scholarships are 
down about $200,000 from three 
years ago, with the school dropping 
25 out-of-state grants-in-aid in foot-
ball. At the same time, it is expect-
ed to cost Murray $200,000 to come 
into compliance with gender equity, 
At Morehead, about $100,000 in 
cuts were made two years ago, 
"We're strapped big-time, but 
we've been living with budget' prob-
lems for quite some time and we've 
made it," said Morehead athletic di-
rector Steve Hamilton, who works 
with a $2.2 million budget, more 
than nine times less than the Uni-
versity of Kentucky, 
Western nearly dropped football 
in 1992, and school president Thom-
as Meredith continues campaigning 
for a league that would allow only 
30 to 35 total scholarships. -
At Eastern, president Hanly Fun-
derburk has contemplated gutting 
the Colonels' nationally competitive 
football program in favor of a non-
scholarship program. 
"The only way I can come up 
with .(the money) is out of university 
funds, and I'm not going to lay off 
teachers to do that," said Funder-
burk, who has estimated that it 
would cost at least $1.3 million in 
grants alone to attain a 50-50 par-
ticipation ratio. 
It's not uncommon for Eastern 
and similar schools to schedule one 
or two away basketball games each 
season against far stronger Division 
I teams for economic reasons, The 
chances of winning such games are 
usually slim, but the paychecks are 
far larger. 
Eastern went to the extreme this 
season, scheduling games at UK, 
Lo11isville, Indiana, Oklahoma and 
Nevada-Las Vegas - which com-
bined will put nearly an extra 
$100,000 into the Colonels' coffers. 
The financial pinch is so severe, 
in fact, that Funderburk foresees 
the majority of l~M football schools 
going to non-scholarship programs. 
It is expected that 1-M schools 
will reduce scholarships from 65 to 
45 at the upcoming NCM conven-
tion. But_ that might not save 
enough to accommodate gender eq-
uity. 
Oscar Page, a member of the 
NCM financial committee and 
president of OVC affiliate Austin 
Peay State, also thinks it's essential 
to allow 1-M football schools to 
sponsor a mixture of scholarship 
and non-scholarship programs. 
This amounts to what has been 
·described as a "tier system," a con-
cept that also is being entertained 
by I-A schools. It would allow 
schools to play at different levels, 
depending on the sport. 
For example, a school might 
choose to be Division I or I-A in 
football, men's basketball and wom-
en's basketball, and lower divisions 
for other sports. Schools could com-
pete nationally in some sports and 
regionally in others to help curb 
costs. 
"It does have appeal to some of 
us from a cost standpoint and the 
possibility of increasing opportuni-
ties for women," said Warner Al-
ford, a member of the NCM's exec-
utive council and athletic director at 
the University of Mississippi. 
A tier system, however, could 
drastically change the alignment of 
. the OVC and similar conferences. In 
fact, larger leagues such as the Big 
Ten and the Southeastern confer-
ences could be affected as well. 
"I can easily see a regional alli-
ance in such sports as baseball, golf 
and tennis," Murray's Strickland 
said. "The OVC will survive all of 
this, but it will definitely take on a 
different shape. I don't see any way 
we can avoid it." 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
1992°93 athletlc expenditures 
Baseball ......... . 
Basketball ....... . 
Cross country ..•.. 
Football ......... . 
Golf ........•••.• 
Softball .......... . 
Swimming ....... . 
Tennis .......... . 









Totals . . . . . . . . . $1,354,419 









Football . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $34,011 
Men's basketball . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40,861 
Other* . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 966, 708 
Totals ................... $1,041,580 
* Includes student-activity fees. 
Sports ·offered 
Scholarship Scholarship 
Scholarships expenses expenses 
Men Women (men) (women) 
Baseball 32* $ 42,542 
Basketball 17* 12* 86,418 
C. country O o o 
Football 104* 384,237 
Golf 12* 17,130 
Softball 17* 
Swimming O 0 
Tennis 10* g• 
Volleyball 11 • 
.o 
19,858 
Totals 7-175 M9 $550,185 
Walk-one: Men 79, women 37. 








1992 fall full-time undergraduate enroll• 
ment: 59 percent female, 41 percent male. 
1992-93 athletic participation ratio: 75 per-
cent male, 25 percent female. 
NOTES: Some members of men's and 
women's cross country team compete In 
track meets, but track is not an NCAA certi-
fied sport at Morehead. Men's and women's 
rifle was added in 1993-94. twenty-three per-
cent of the operating expenses for men and 
women goes toward women. 
l•AA 
Continued 
EASTERN KENTUCKY. UNIVERSITY 
1992•93 athletic expenditures 
Men 
Baseball . . . . . . . . . . $161,772 
Basketball . . . . . . . . 270,904 
Field hockey ....•.. 
Football •......... 
<:lolf •...•.•....•. 
Softball ........... . 
Tennis .•..•...... 
Track/cross country . 














Sources of revenue 
Football .................. . 
Men's basketball ........... . 
Other• ................... . 
Totals . : .•..•....•....... 
_ *Includes student-activity fees. 





· Scholarship Scholarship 
Scholarships expenses expenses 
Men Women (men) (women) 
Baseball . . 23* $ 87,100 -
Basketball 14* 13* 120,301 $96,454 
Field llockey - 6* 28,539 
Football . • 78* 
Goll . • . . . 11* 
Softball . . . 13* 
Tennis . • . 11* 6* 
Track/cc . • 17* 22* 





Totals , 8-154 8•72 $810,905 
Walk-ons: Men 73, women 19. 






1992 fall full-time undergraduate enroll• 
ment: 56 percent female, 44 male. 1992·93 
athletlc participation ratio: 71 percent male, 
29 percent female. 
NOTES: Field hockey was discontinued for 
1992-93, but scholarships will be honored 
through 1993-94. Indoor-outdoor track/cross 
country count as three sports. Thirty-three 
percent of the operating expenses for men 
and women goes toward women. 
WEST.ERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
1992•93 athletic expenditures 
Men 
Baseball .... , ..... · $202,946 
Basketball . . . . . . . . 542,160 
Football . . . . . . . . . . 789,179 
Golf . . . . . • . . • . . • . 35,807 
Soccer . . . . . • . . . . . 116,487 
Swimming . . . • . . . . 79,570 
Tennis .•... : .. : . . 43,087 
Track/cross country . 107,492 
Volleyball ........ . 
Totals . . . . . . . . . 1,916,728 








Football ... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $277,424 
Men's basketball ..... ·. . . . . . . . 540,627 
Non-revenue sports . . . . . . . • . . . 49,646 
Other• • • • . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . . 1,031,378 
Totals ................... $1,899,075 




Scholarships expenses expenses 
Men Women (men) (women) 
Baseball 13* $ 85,524 
Basketball 14 15 80,618 
Football 62* 371,015 
Goll 4* 3* 16,613 
Soccer e• 46,592 
Swimming 7* 43,751 
Tennis 5* 3* 29,139 
,Track/cc 12* 13* 62,423 
Volleyball e• 
Totals 10-125 7-42 $735,675 
Walk-ons: Men 90, women 32. 







1992 fall full-time undergraduate enroll• 
ment: 56 percent female, 44 percent male. 
1992-93 athletic participation ratio: 74 per-
cent male, 26 percent female. 
NOTES: Indoor-outdoor track/cross country 
count as three sports. Twenty-seven percent 
of the operating expenses for men and wom-
en goes toward women. 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 

















Totals . . . . . . . . $1,780,307 






Football . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $43,670 
Men's basketball . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160,665 
Non-revenue sports . . . . . . . . .. . • 7,595 
Other• • • • . • . . . . . • . . • . . • . . • . 2,168,889 
Totals . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,380,819 
• Includes state funds and student-activity 
fees. · 
Sports offered 
· Scholarship Scholarship 
Scholarships expenses expenses 
Men Women (men) (women) 
Baseball 10* $ 67,133 
Basketball 14 13 103,494 
Football 65* 381,208 
Goll 9* 18,517 
Rifle 4* 6* 15,590 
Tennis 4* 6* 42,910 
Track/cc e• 1 o• 53,870 
Volleyball 9* 
Totals 9-114 7-44 $682,722 







• Includes partial scholarships. . 
1992 fall full-time undergraduate enroll-
ment: 53 percent female, 47 male. 1992-93 
athletlc participation ratio: 73 percent male, 
27 percent female. 
NOTES: Indoor-outdoor track/cross country 
count as three sports. Track, cross country 
and rifle are coeducational sports. Women's 
golf begins in 1993-94. Scholarship costs are 
estimated figures. 
Seventeen percent of the operating ex-
penses for men and women goes to women. 
• 
---., Oa1lv 1naeoendent. Ashland. Kentucky, Friday, December 17. 1993 
ACC officials 




By GEORGE WoLFFORD 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
ASHLAND - Leaders at 
Ashland Community College 
have selected a site for a new 
classroom building, in hopes 
that legislators will somehow 
find $4.5 million in the state's 
depleted budget to fund the 
project. · 
ACC President Dr. Charles 
"Chick" Dassance told mem-
bers of the school's advisory 
board Thursday that the build-
ing will be built on what is 
now the teachers' parking lot. 
Plans call for creating a sort 
of second front to the campus 
so people walking up from the 
Oakview Road parking lot 
"will have a sense of being on 
campus when they top the. 
hill," he said. 
Plans are not yet final, and 
financing for the building is 
still up in the air, Dassance 
stressed. · 
But he said the building was 
ranked second on a list of cap' 
ital projects for the University 
of Kentucky system, behind 
only the new library for the 
UK main campus in Lexing-
lEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER. lEXINGTON, KY. 
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EKUstudent 
says he was 
threatened; 
official quits 
Hazard man pretended 
to be deputy, police say 
BY DARIA CARTER 
CENTRAL KENTUCKY BUREAU 
RICHMOND - An Eastern 
Kentucky U,oiversity housing offi-
cial has resigned amid charges he 
threatened a student while pretend-
ing to be a Madison County deputy 
sheriff. 
James D. Gay, 46, from Hazard, 
was arrested 
Thursday at 
Keene Hall, a 
men's dormito-
ry, and charged 
with harass-
ment. terroristic 
· threatening and 
ton. A performing arts center 
for Hazard Community Col-
lege is third and a technology 
· building at Hopkinsville Com-
munity College is fourth. 
"But I feel we're enhanced 
because our building would be 
the least expensive of the 
four," he explained. 
The General Assembly is ex-
pected to fund little new con-
struction in the next bien-
nium because of budget short-
falls. Gov. Brereton Jones an-
nounced $70 million in spend-
ing cuts by state agencies in 
March and another $105 mil-
lion in August to deal with the 
crisis. 
Enrollment at ACC - above 








was in Keene 
Hall, where he 
was an assistant area coordinator 
for the Housing Division of the· 
Office of Student Affairs, said Ron 
Harrell, EKU director of public 
relations. 
Gay resigned the day of his 
arrest, ending a 15-year career with 
the university where he helped to 
oversee the dorm life of 700 men 
housed in Keene, Maddox and 
O'Donnell Halls, Harrell said. 
"He was given an opportunity 
to resign or be terminated," Harrell 
said. "That was from the office of 
student affairs in which he was 
employed." 
Criminal proceedings against 
Gay_ began after a Keene Hall 
resident complained to the state 
police about being harassed by 
Gay, said Madison County Attor-
ney Robert Russell. 
The state police and the stu-
dent. whose name was not re-
leased, went to Russell's office, 
which issued the warrant for Gay's 
arrest. 
According to the criminal com-
plaint, Gay allegedly showed the 
student several firearms on Aug. 
28 and threatened him. 
Gay also made explicit sexual 
statements to the stndent and told 
Ll 1 • .:.:' ~-.:i,-,.er.r .:;ince 1987. 
S~ho~i ~r~i;iai~ have said it 
v;ill run out of snace for ad-
ditional classes ivithout the 
new building. 
Dassance said plans for the 
three-story building are still 
in nux. with consideration to 
t:sing about $200.000 of the 
r.10ney to create parking space 
t:i make up for the lot that will 
]je lost. 
"'You can't ignore parking 
when it's already crowded." 
Dassance said. ·-rd like to 
Piiminate Ramey Street park-
ing, and asked for a ban there 
when the Student Government 
Association petitioned for it. 
The chief of police favored it 
(a ban), but the city manager 
held off until we get more 
space." 
He said he was concerned 
about the potential for ac-
cidents on Ramey Street." 
Dassance said planning is 
also under way on a separate 
proJect that would provide an 
indoor area for smokers, who 
are now forced to go outside. 
Plans call for a glassed-in area 
in the student lounge with 
fans to exhaust smoke. 
. ··we hope to have it done 
next month," Dassance said. 
the young man that if he went to 
sleep, he might not wake up again, 
according to the complaint. 
Gay represented himself as a 
member of the Madison County 
Sheriffs Department while making 
the threats and had a badge in his 
possession, according to the com-
plaint. · · 
Officials would not comment on 
Gay's motive. The student was 
working as a ·resident assistant in 
Keene Hall. Russell said. 
Gay was one of three profes-
sional staff members who worked 
with, 28 resident assistants at the 
three dormitories. 
Campus police had received no 
complaints about Gay, said Tom 
Lindquist, director of public safety." 
The housing official's personnel file 
also was free of blemishes. 
Gay's handwritten resignation 
letter did not give a reason for 
leaving the university or mention 
the criminal charges. 
Doug Whitlock, executive as-
sistant to the president of EKU, 
said he thinks Gay resigned be-
cause authorities uncovered fire-
arms in his room during the arrest. 
Possession of a firearm in a dormi-
tory is a violation of µniversity 
policy, Whitlock said. 
Gay cou.ld· not be reached for 
comment. He was released from 
Madison County Jail Friday on 
$2,500 cash bond and will be ar-
raigned early next month. 
;~ M::;u ARCHIVES 
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BY DomE BEAN 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
FRANKFORT - As usuai, 
Kentucky universities will be seek-. 
ing more money when the 1994 
General Assembly convenes this 
month. 
But for the first time in a 
decade, the chant heard from high- -
LEGISLATIVE 
PREVIEW 











state Council on 
Higher Education 
is recommending 
a 3 percent in-
crease in the 
state money to 
universities and 
community col-
leges in 1994-95 
and a 5 percent 
increase in 1995-
96. 
"I believe those are realistic 
expectations, something we ought 
to be able to do," said state Sen. Ed 
Ford, D-Cynthiana, chairman of the 
Senate Education Committee. 
The council, an umbrella organ-
ization that monitors all eight state 
universities; also is recommending 
that the legislature approve state 
bonds for hundreds of millions of 
dollars in construction projects, in-
cluding $191,660,000 in new facili-
ties. 
The most expensive of the pro-
jects is the University of Ken-
tucky's $58 million Commonwealth 
Library, which the legislature au-
thorized in 1992. UK has already 
raised $20 million for the library 
and other associated expenses and 
is asking the state to borrow 
$46 million for the project 
The library, one of the most 
expensive projects in the history of 
Kentucky higher education, has the 
support of state Sen. Michael R. 
Moloney, the longtime chairman of 
the Senate Appropriations and 
Revenue Committee, who says the 
state has "a moral commitment'' to 
carry through on it 
Changing the formula 
The 3 percent increase recom-
mended in state money to universi-
ties represents a large reduction in 
the budget requests turned in by 
the universities themselves. 
Using a complicated formula 
devised in 1984, the eight state 
universities made biennial budget 
requests for increases ranging from 
37.9 percent at Kentucky State 
University to 89.9 percent for the 
University of Kentucky's communi-
ty college system. 
Those increases represented 
what would have amounted to fully 
funding the formula, which is 
based on enrollment increases and 
the notion of keeping pace with 
universities in other states with 
which Kentucky schools compare 
themselves. 
But in its 10-year history, the 
formula has never been fully fund-
ed and is likely to soon be replaced 
with another formula, one that ties 
future increases in state money to 
universities' performance in areas 
such as student retention. 
Even though the old formula is 
still technically in effect, the coun-
cil abandpned its policy of auto-
matically recommending full fund-
ing because of the state's financial 
problems. 
With state revenues expected to 
grow by a maximum of 5 percent, 
council members and the universi-
ties knew large financing increases 
were just not in the cards. 
"I think we have a reasonable 
shot at achieving the funding level 
the council recommended and 
that's the reason they took this 
approach," said Gary Cox, execu-
tive director of the Council on 
Higher Education. 
If approved, the 3 percent in-
crease, combined with more money 
from the higher tuition rates ap-
proved last year, would give the 
universities increases of 5 percent 
to 6 percent in additional money in 
1994-95, says Cox. 
"That doesn't nearly meet the 
need we have, but in the current 
fiscal environment it is a step in 
the right direction," he said. 
Jone_s' promise 
But universities might have to 
fight for even the 3 percent in-
crease. Revenue projections for the 
biennium have increasingly tight-
ened and intense competition for 
dollars is likely as the legislature 
grapples with health care and tries 
to maintain progress in paying for 
programs under the Kentucky Edu-
. cation Reform Act 
"We know the legislators have 
a tough task ahead of them, and we 
hope that there is some increase in 
funding for higher education," said 
Dan Lacy, who heads the Kentucky 
Higher Education Advocates, a 




Here are important dates 
in the 1994 General Assem-
bly schedule: 
Tuesday - Session be-
gins. . · . , 
Jan. 20 - Budget must. 
be submitted. . . 
Jan. 25 - Filing dead:' . 
line for May primary. , 
Feb. 22 - Last day for 
legislators to request bill 
drafts. 
March 2 - Last day to 
introduce bills in House. 
March 4 - Last day to 
introduce bills in Senate; 
March 29-30 --Actions, 
fnnited to bills amended. in " 
other chamber. . · -·:-·:; ,: I.C 
March 31-April 11 -,- . 
Legislature adjourned to· al-, 
low gubernatorial action on·; 
bills.• ·· 
April 12-13 - Coruiid-
eration of any legislation ve-
. toed by governor. : 
April 13 - Adjourn-
ment 
AsSOCIATEO PRESS 
group of civic and business leaders 
who have actively supported high-
er education causes. 
But the bottom line ,vith the 
advocates, Lacy said, is that the 
legislature not reduce financing of 
higher education. 
In the fall, Gov. Brereton Jones 
promised universities that he 
would recommend they at least 
retain the amount of state support 
they now receive, if they aocom-
plished some streamlining. 
He appointed the university 
presidents and board chairmen to a 
Higher Education Review Commis-
sion, which made its recommenda-
tions to Jones in December. 
One recommendation was to 
abandon the old formula, replacing 
it with one that ties any increases 
in state financing in 1995-96 to 
about two dozen performance 
measures, which would be fine-
tuned this year. 
Few legislators are expected to 
argue to retain the old formula, 
since the General Assembly has 
never been able to meet the fund-
ing expectations it prescribed. 
Replacing the formula would 
not require legislative action, since 
the Council on Higher Education is 
already directed by state law to 
periodically revise it. 
LE(:j/SlllTU K.E. 
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Capital projects 
University presidents are ex-
pected to present a somewhat unit-
ed front on budget issues, but 
break ranks when it comes to 
construction projects. 
The council has recommended 
that the legislature give top priori-
ty to a variety of safety and 
renovation projects before taking 
on any new facilities. 
But the legislature has typically 
chosen to finance new campus 
projects each biennium, although 
this time it faces a tighter bonding 
capacity and more competition for 
borrowed dollars for construction 
projects. 
The council recommended the 
UK library and three community 
college projects, including a 
$10 million student/performing 
arts center at Hazard, as its top 
priorities. 
Others projects recommended 
for approval this biennium includ-
ed some at the University of Louis-
ville, Northern Kentucky Universi-
ty, Eastern Kentucky University, 
Western Kentucky University and 
two others at UK, including a new 
$14 million mechanical engineering 
building. 
"The library certainly would be 
a priority to me in view of the 
tremendous public response the 
university has had in seeking fi-
nancial support," said Senator 
Ford. 
Other legislation 
Ford, who sponsored legislation 
in the 1992 General Assembly to 
make universities more account-
able, said he has no additional 
legislation to propose this session. 
He said the accountability 
measure, known as Senate Bill 109, 
was flexible enough to accommo-
date changes, if other legislators 
want to propose them. 
There also has been speculation 
that Moloney might propose legis-
lation to protect the UK dental 
school, but he said last week, "I 
don't think it's going to need any 
protection." 
In· the fall; some members of 
the Higher Education Review Com-
mission who were looking for ways 
to reduce duplication in the state's 
professional programs proposed 
closing the UK dental school in 
favor of U of L's dental school. 
The proposal prompted Mo-
loney to resign from the commis- · 
sion, saying it was wasting its time 
with proposals that weren't politi-
cally feasible. The commission end-
ed up . recommending that Ken-
tucky retain the UK dental school, 
but finance it and U of L's dental 
school at this year's levels. 
Other legislation being pro-
posed for the 1994 session would: 
■ Require that some members 
appointed to the Council on Higher 
Education have undergraduate de-
grees from private colleges in the 
state. 
■ Increase state student aid by 
about 14 percent to compensate for 
the tuition increases that will be 
going into effect in the fall . 
The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, January 2, 1994 
Rowan ~ounty· 
native plans to 
continue giving 
By JIM ROBINSON 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - Lucille Cau-
dill Little says she doesn't 
plan to stop giving away 
money anytime soon. 
"I've got more money than I 
can use for my lifestyle and 
my life," the Lexington philan-
thropist and Rowan County 
native said Thursday. "I'm 84 
years old and I have taken 
care of my family rrrst, but I 
certainly don't want to in-
dulge them. I'm studying 
where it will do the most 
good." 
Since her husband, W. Paul 
Little, died in October 1990, 
Little has donated more than 
$5 million of her estimated $36 
million fortune to three Ken-
tucky colleges, the Kentucky 
Horse Park and St. Claire 
Medical Center in Morehead. 
Last week, Elliott County, 
where her father, Daniel 
Boone Caudill, started the Peo-
ples , Bank, became the latest 
recipient of her philanthropy. 
Little donated $200,000 to 
Frontier Housing Inc. to be 
used to build homes for low-
income families in Elliott 
County. The donation at-
tracted a matching $262,500 
grant from the Kentucky 
Housing Corp. 
"I just feel there's a negative 
spot where a little good needs 
to be done," Little said about 
Elliott County, one of the poor-
est counties in Kentucky. 
Little, who studied opera at 
the Julliard School of Music, 
also has given $1 million each 
to Midway College, Transylva-
nia University and the Univer-
sity of Kentucky for fine arts 
related projects. 
She also donated $1 million 
to the Kentucky Horse Park 
for a cultural and learning 
center to honor her late hus-
band, who amassed a fortune 
breeding horses, selling to-
bacco and buying real estate. 
St. Claire, named after Lit-
tle's sister, Dr. Claire Louise 
Caudill, a Rowan County phy-
sician, received $500,000 from 
Little. Little also established a 
trust in her sister's name to 
be turned over to the hospital 
after Dr. Caudill dies. 
Little said Thursday she's 
made two other $1 million do-
nations, but declined to iden-
tify the recipients. She said 
one will be announced in 
March. The other announce-
ment will be determined by 
the recipient. 
She says giving away money 
takes a lot of work. She said 
she's spent the last two days 
at banks working out the de-
tails of philanthropic projects. 
"It gives me something to do 
instead of feeling sorry for 
myself because I lost my hus-
band," she said. 
Her benevolence has at-
tracted requests, She, says she 
receives a two-inch· stack of 
letters each day from people 
and groups seeking money. 
The funniefut, she said, was 
from a woman who asked for 
$3,000 so she could "pay my 
bills and take a trip." 
Little said, however, that 
she restricts her gifts to orga-
nizations in Fayette and 
Rowan counties, the origins of 
she and her late husband's for-
tune. 
The focus of the gifts is on 
education and art. 
"I think the heart is devel-
oped by the arts," she said. 
· The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Wednesday, December 22, 1993 
MSU looks at 
programs 
Many aegrees c_guld be merged 
By JIM ROBINSON 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - Most of the 
34 Morehead State University 
programs recommended Mon-
day for elimination will be 
folded into other disciplines, 
but ultimately the move 
should save the school money, 
a top university administrator 
said Tuesday. . 
John Philley, executive vice 
president for academic affairs 
at MSU, said the recommenda-
tions by the Higher Education 
Review Commission are a sig-
nal to state universities that 
they must become more ef-
ficient. 
"We've got to, whether we 
want to or not, be very cost 
sensitive," Philley said. 
From 1987 through 1992, 
MSU averaged awarding 138 
degrees annually in the pro-
grams that the commission 
recommended be phased out. 
That's fewer than five degrees 
annually per program. 
The MSU recommendations 
were part of cuts proposed at 
all eight state universities in 
Kentucky. In all, the commis-
sion, appointed by Gov. Brere-
ton Jones four months ago, 
recommended 203 programs be 
cut to streamline higher edu-
cation. 
At MSU, the recommended 
cuts included 22 two-year pro-
grams, 11 four-year programs 
and one master's degree pro-
gram. 
Most of those programs· will 
be merged into other disci-
plines. . 
For instance, Philley said, 
MSU would not continue to 
offer separate degrees in jour-
nalism, TV broadcasting, pho-
tojournalism and advertising-
public relations. Instead, it 
would offer a single degree in 
communications with concen-
trations in the four areas. 
MSU officials have said it 
will take at least three years 
to implement the cuts and 
consolidations. Philley said if 
accepted by the university, the 
changes would save MSU 
money by reducing the num-
ber of courses that need to be 
taught. 
MSU wasn't caught off. 
guard by the proposed cuts, 
Philley said. The school has 
been undergoing an internal 
review of its program offer-
ings for the past 18 months in 
anticipation of receiving less 
state support. 
Proposed program cuts 
MSU programs the Higher 
Education Review 
Commission says should be 
cut ("A" indicates associate's 
degree program, "B" a 
bachelor's degree program, 




Journalism (A,B); Radio and 
TV Broadcasting (A,B); TV 
Broadcasting Technology (A); 
Photojournalism (B); 
Advertising-Public Relations 
(B); Data Processing 
Technology (A). 
Technical Teacher 
Education (A); Agricultural 
Teacher Education (B); -
Technology/Industrial Arts 
Teacher Educa~ion (B); Home 
Economic Teacher Education 
(B); Trade/Industrial Teacher 
Education (8); Business 
Teacher Education (M). 
Agricultural Engineering 
Technology (A); Electrical/ 
Communications Engineering 
Philley said the commis-
sion's recommendations actu-
ally will make it easier for the 
school to eliminate some pro-
grams. 
"I think certainly what the 
governor did gave us some le-
verage and added incentives 
to move ahead," Philley said. 
Technology (A); 
Electromechanical 
Technology/ Technician (A); 
Manufacturing Technology 
(A); Power Technology (A); 
Drafting, General (A); Graphic 
Arts (A); Welder/ Welding 
Technologist (A). 
Fashion Merchandising (A); 
Child Care Provider/ 
Assistant (A); Institutional 
Food Workers/ Administrators 
(A); Home Furnishings/ 
Equipment Installers (A); 
Foods and Nutrition Studies, 
General (B); Housing Studies, 
General (B). 
Clothing/ Apparel and 
Textiles Studies (B); 
Institutional Food Worker/ 
Administrators (B); Earth and 






Secretarial Science (A); Real 
Estate (A). 
lEXtNGTON HERALD-ID.DER, lEXJNGTON, KY. ■ 
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warning close to home 
Recently the state Commission on 
Higher Education proposed a plan to 
eliminate 200 programs from the eight 
state institutions. The commission cites 
budget cuts as the reason for elimination. 
I am a student at Morehead State 
University. The journalism program 
which I currently major in is proposed for 
elimination. What is my degree going to 
mean from a school . that has eliminated 
the program? Does the legislature believe 
my diploma is going to mean anything to 
prospective employers? Is this really what 
they want to see happen? 
The state universities were founded so. 
that students could receive a college edu-
cation relatively close. to home. With the 
proposed program elimination, it is possi-
ble students will have to travel across the 
state, or possibly out of state, to get a 
degree in their chosen field. Some students 
cannot afford t') travel that far and 
therefore choose not to go to college. 
If Kentucky wants to get out of the 
basement in educational performance, it 
needs to allow its college-age citizens a 
chance to go to a nearby institution to get 
their degree. We need to stop looking at 
dollar signs and start seeing the effect it 
will have on future generations. 
TODD WILSON 
MT STERLING 
. ' . Higher educations options 
SOME GOOD will undoubtedly come from the work of Gov. Jones' Higher Education Re-view Commission. Its pro-
posals have the potential to bring 
more accountability and rigor to the 
operations of the state's universities 
and colleges. 
Revised budget rules will tiy to 
put more emphasis on meeting per-
formance goals and less oh enroll-
ing warm bodies. Admission stan-
dards will be tightened and . en-
forced more uniformly. New gmde-
lines for academic offerings could 
lead to less duplication. The growth 
necessity of fundamental strategic 
changes. They can no l<inge~ be ~ 
things to all people, especially if 
they aspire to quality. 
But bringing about such change 
in a decentralized, balkarlized sys-
tem like Kentucky's is an enor-
mously difficult political task, and 
neither the commission's three-
month life nor Gov. Jones' political 
skills were enough. 
So what the Governor got was, 
first his head handed to him when 
his Idea for reallocating profession-
al school resources threatened the 
University of Kentucky's dental 
of costly ex-
tended-campus 
programs will be 
delayed for a 
study of options. 
These are wor-
thy steps toward 
better manage-
ment of higher 
education's re-
sources. But they 
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score how far 
there is to go. It 
was a much-tout-
ed victoiy, for ex-
ample, when. the 
changes that the state needs to em-
brace. Indeed, what emerges most 
clearly from the commission's ef-
forts is that the hard work of devel-
oping a coherent higher education 
strategy for the state has only just 
begun. Equally clear is that ~": task 
must await a new, more pohllcally 
adept administration and a more 
forceful Council on Higher Educa-
tion. 
In appointing the conumss1on 
three months ago, Gov. Jones 
charged it to "remake" Kentucky's 
system of higher educati?n. It "'.as 
an apt challenge. In a time of m-
creasing demand, inadequate re-
sources and pressing new needs, 
state·systems and individual univer-
sities eveiywhere face the inevitable 
universities agreed that extensively 
duplicated, low-productivity pro-
grams ought to be considered for 
elimination. But ":'hat does it s:i,y 
that it took a special, gubematonal 
commission on top of years of 
budget cuts: to get us to this poin~? 
And what does it augur that the .um-
versities proposed to keep five such 
programs for eveiy one they offered 
to drop? 
· Higher education will be better 
for the commission's work. But the 
pressing task of "remaking" it -
defining strategy, pi~king among 
priorities and reallocatm~ resources 
- remains. That reqmres more 
than new procedures: a strong 
Council on Higher Education and 
sustained political leadership. 
The Sunday Independent, Ashland, KentL1cky, January 2, 1994 
Goals. for 19 4 
Cooperation 
This goal is a repeat from 
1993 - and . from previous 
years. This newspaper has 
long called for the leaders of 
the Tri-State to work together 
to solve common problems, 
and we will continue to do so 
until we see real progress. 
Why? Because the needs 
and problems of this area ex-
tend beyond state lines and 
county and city ,boundaries. 
Collectively, we can do more 
to improve education, spur 
economic development and. 
ensure the future for our chil-
dren than we can hope to ac-
complish as individuals. 
For 1994, we offer three spe-
cific proposals for making 
progress toward this goal: 
► The creation of a council 
of presidents of Tri-State in-
stitutions of higher educa- , 
tion. 
The council would include 
the presidents of Marshall 
University in Huntington, 
Ohio University-Southern 
· Campus in Ironton, Shawnee 
State University in Ports-
mouth, Morehead State Uni-
versity, Ashland Community 
College and Kentucky Chris-
tian College in Grayson. 
The recent consortium 
agreement signed by Ashland 
Community College, More-
head State and Kentucky 
Tech-Ashland Campus is a 
step in tile right direction, 
but the education needs of 
this region can be met with 
the greatest efficiency and ef-
fectiveness when· representa-
tives from_ all three states are 
involved. 
These schools and their 
leaders should be talking -
and talking regularly_ -
about how they can cooperate 
and surmount the barriers im-
posed by political boundaries. 
► The creation of a council 
of Tri-State governments. 
Former Russell Mayor Clar-
ence E. McGaughey attempted 
to organize the mayors of area 
Kentucky cities with mixed re-
sults, but once again the needs 
of the Tri-State's cities and 
counties cross state lines. We 
think much c;,m be gained by 
having mayors and county ex-
ecutives meet on a regular 
basis to talk about - and then 
tackle - mutual problems. 
-► The developmen,t of closer 
working relationships between 
city and county governments. 
Virtually every candidate 
for city and county offices that 
we have interviewed in recent 
years has talked of the need to 
work together, but fiscal 
courts and city governing bod-
ies continue to do their own 
thing with little coiistiltatioh . 
with each other. 
If local· government leaders 
in different states somehow 
can't find a way to ·work to-
gether, surely city gov-
ernments and fiscal courts in 
the same counties can develop 
closer ties. All it takes is a sin-
cere desire to do so. 
ACC building 
Ashland Community Col-
lege has enjoyed rapid growth 
in recent years, but that 
growth could be thwarted un-
less a third building is con-
structed. .Without additional 
space for classrooms, labs, of-
fices and community pro, 
grams, the college will be un-
able to meet · the increasing 
demands being made of it. 
With the state's current fi-
nancial plight, securing fund-
ing for the building in the 
1994-96 budget will be difficult, 
but area legislators, gov-
ernment and civic leaders, and 
college officials must present a 
united front to convince .legis-
lators of the need for the build-
ing'- now, not in two _or four 
years. 




THIS IS THE FIRST 
installment of an eight-part 
series previewing the 1994 
Kentucky General Assembly. 
which convenes Jan. 4 in 
Frankfort. 
By MARK R. CHELLGREN 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
FRANKFORT - It is the 
General Assembly's $10 billion 
question - $10,149,660,000 to 
be exact. 
The dual issues of whether 
that money will be in the Gen-
eral Fund and how to spend it 
will hang over many of the 
other topics the legislature 
could take up during the ses-
sion that begins Jan. 4. 
From education and health 
care to taxes and capital con-
struction, the big items on t1:e 
legislative menu also have big 
tickets. 
Education Commissioner 
Thomas Boysen 'already has 
offered a budget that would 
boost spending on elementary 
and secondary education by 
$500 million to $800 million in 
the coming two-year budget. 
Health-care reform also car-
ries a substantial, though un-
certain, cost. 
And legislators have sol!'e 
old promises to fulfill to b~d 
convention centers in Loms-
vllle and northern Kentucky, a 
library at the University _ of 
Kentucky and for a massive_ 
renovation of the state park 
system. There are :11so ~ore 
mundane · matters like raises 
for state employees and a larg-
er budget reserve. 
On the other side of the led-
ger, legislators hope to have 
perhaps $250 million more to 
spend each of the next two 
years. · 
But that figure could be rad-
ically reduced if the state loses 
some pending lawsuits over 
taxes on pensions, Intangible 
personal property _an.I!. health -
care facilities. 
For the 1994 legislature, the 
two sides don't balance. 
"Everybody's got ne~ 
projects and new things," said 
Rep. Marshall Long, D-
Shelbyville, the chairman of 
the House Appropriations and 
Revenue Committee. 
Long said it is the same 
kind of dilemma the legisla_-
ture faces every two years. 
'"We are going to have some 
difficulties with the budget," 
Long said. '"But they're prob-
ably not going to be easier or 
any more difficult than in the 
past." 
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Rep. Kenny Rapier, D-
Bardstown, the House major-
ity whip, disagreed. "I think 
the budget will be a very dif-
ficult one." 
Legislators almost unani-
mously continue their support 
for the· 1990 Education Reform 
Act, but some have publicly 
begun to wonder about the fi-
nancial limits of that mainte-
nance, especially for costly 
items like technology. 
"We're going have to make 
the program fit the money we 
have," Rapier said. 
Similarly, legislators are 
skeptical about the costs that 
might be associated with 
health care reform. Much of 
the money that Gov. Brereton 
Jones had earmarked to fi-
nance reform was spent to bal-
ance the budget earlier this 
year. The administration has 
targeted future savings, but 
Long said that makes him ner-
vous. 
"I'd rather have the money 
in hand," Long said. 
Despite worries about the 
state's financial condition, 
state agencies still managed to 
compile a list of construction 
projects totaling some $2.5 bil-
lion for the coming biennium. 
Legislators have dismissed 
most of those, but some of 
them are political IOUs, nota-
bly a $45 million convention 
center addition in Louisville, 
a $24 million convention cen-
ter in northern Kentucky and 
$46 million for the UK library. 
Jones wants to float a $100 
million bond issue to finance 
renovation of the state parks, 
but Long, his Senate counter-
p art Mike Moloney, D-
Lexington, and many others 
said the figure will likely be 
much less. 
Another factor in the budget 
mix is raises for state employ-
ees, who have gone without 
their usual 5 percent pay in-
creases during the past two 
years. Also, the administra-
tion and lawmakers agree the 
state should have more in its 
savings account. 
The debate over the budget 
in the coming session will, for 
the first time, start from the 
same point for the executive 
and legislative branches. The 
final official revenue estimate 
- due Jan. 15 - is being pro-
duced as a cooperative effort. 
For years the two branches 
have come up with the esti-
mates separately. 
The revenue estimate is ex-
pected to be predicated on one 
huge assumption - that the 
state will take in enough 
money this year to pay all in-
come tax refunds on time. 
-That's a $102 million commit-
ment that would mess up the 
future calculations if it fails. 
But the revenue estimates 
are relatively conservative be-
yond that assumption - pre-
dicted growth of about 5 per-
cent each year. 
A host of other topics also 
cloud the budget picture. · 
Governor Jones has pro-
claimed the possibility for mil-
lions In savings by changing 
the way state government does 
business. A few months ago at 
the · insistence of Long and 
Moloney, Jones promised to ,, 
cut full-time state employment · ·-,_ 
to 33,000 by the time the new 
budget kicks in on July 1, 
1994. 
However, Jones and the law-
makers have since taken a 
softer line on total state em-
ployment, which now is just 
under 35,000. So the size of the 
actual reduction in the work-
force also remains an unan-
swered question. 
ON MONDAY: Money is the 
main question when it comes 
to education. 





THIS IS THE SECOND 
installment of an eight-part 
series previewing the· 1994 
Kentucky General Assembly, 
which convenes Jan. 4 in 
Frankfort. 
By CHARLES WOLFE 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
FRANKFORT - The 1994 
General Assembly will have a 
~hort agenda on education: 
money. 
Money to fund school dis-
tricts. 
Money to reward employees 
of schools that meet perform-
ance standards. 
Funding is legislators' No. 1 
concern about education, Sen-
ate President John "Eck" Rose 
and House Speaker Joe Clarke 
said. 
There is no inclination, at 
least among leaders of the 
Democrats who, control both . 
chambers, to undertake any-
thing deeply philosophical 
about education, Rose and 
Clarke said. 
The group intends to remain 
on the course set in 1990 with 
passage of the Kentucky ~du-
cation Reform Act, they said. 
The act changed the face of 
.public education in Kentucky. 
It wrought a new funding for-
mula intended to keep prop-
erty-poor districts on a nearly 
equal footing. with wealthier 
districts. 
It also created a rewards 
and sanctions program. 
Schools that made enough im-
provement from year to year 
would get cash bonuses for 
employees. Schools that failed 
to measure up would get extra 
help at first, then a state take-
over if necessary. 
The law also changed the 
way schools were to be gov-
erned, how students were to 
be instructed,-what they need-
ed to learn and how they were 
to be tested. 
The reform act was highly 
controversial at the time and 
remains so. Clarke and Rose 
said they were acutely aware 
of a growing chorus of groups 
demanding that the law be 
drastically changed or even re-
pealed. 
Rose said he most feared 
"all groups that oppose some 
part of KERA banding to-
gether" to "pick it apart here 
and there." 
''It's certainly something 
I've become more aware of 
and more apprehensive about 
in the last few months," Rose 
said. ·· 
In 1990, "most interest 
groups were sold on KERA be-
cause of the infusion of money 
that was corning in to edu-
cation," he said. "People are 
now accustomed to the money, 
and now they see some things 
they'd like to change. But the 
General Assembly as a whole 
is going to be very resistant to 
those changes." 
Rose and Clarke said legisla-
tors might slow implementa-
tion of some provisions of the 
reform act, however, including 
a big-ticket item: a technology 
network aimed at providing a 
computer to every six stu-
dents. . 
"We may need to adjust the 
timetable a little bit," Clarke 
said. "You can only spend 
what you've got, and I don't 
see us ... making any signifi-
cant increases in taxation." 
The two leaders said there 
otherwise would be only mod-
est changes in the law, such as . 
returning to a separate kinder-
garten instead of making it 
part of an ungraded primary. 
ON TUESDAY: Circumstances 
and court cases may force 
lawmakers to consider tax 
issues. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentuckr,. Tuesday, December 28, 1993 
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THIS' IS THE THIRD installment 
of an eight-part series preview-
ing the 1994 Kentucky General 
Assembly, which convenes Jan. 
4 in Frankfort. 
By MARK R. CHELLGREN 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
FRANKFORT - Circum-
stances and . the courts-are 
conspiring to force the 1994 
General Assembly to take up a 
topic most legislators would 
just as soon avoid altogether. 
Taxes. 
Gov. Brereton Jones has 
said he wants to. reform Ken-
tucky's entire tax system. 
_ yvll!!ci thl!t idea js generating 
less and less enthusiasm froiii 
legislators during the past few 
weeks, some specific, taxes 
may have to be confrcmted. 
Circuit courts have already 
ruled that Kentucky's ap-
proach to taxing pensions and 
medical providers, is unconsti-
tutional. The Supreme Court 
has been asked for final deci-
sions on those issues . before 
legislators leave the Capitol in 
April. 
The pension tax question 
has lingered for some time. 
The courts have already ruled 
that Kentucky's former system 
of taxing federal government 
overhaul of system unlikely 
pensions - while exempting 
pensions from local and state 
governments - was improper. 
The unresolved issue is how 
much Kentucky must refund 
to the federal pensioners, and 
estimates range from $20 mil-
lion to $60 million. 
Rep. Marshall Long, D-
Shelbyville, the chairman of 
the House Appropriations and 
Revenue Committee, raised , 
the possibility of tax credits 
instead of refunds to those re-
tirees to spread the burden on 
the General Fund. 
But then people who receive 
retirement payments from pri-
vate business sued and won. 
Legislators and Gov. Brere-
. ton Jones say the state can't 
afford the loss of income tax 
from that source so a compro-
mise seems likely. The ap-
proach most discussed would 
be to set an income threshold 
for all retirees - public and 
private. Income below that 
level would be exempt and in-
come above that · level would 
be subject to taxation. · 
But that has serious politi-
cal implications, since retired 
teachers and state workers 
could be subject to income tax 
for the first time, and they are 
among the most active and 
vocal of legislative constitu-
·ents. 
There were political attrac-
tions to the provider tax - a 
2 ½ percent levy on hospitals 
and 2 percent on all other 
health care· providers. Since 
the money is used to obtain 
federal Medicaid money to pay 
for medical treatment for the 
poor, many legislators thought 
it made sense to tax the people 
who eventually would wind up 
with the money. 
But ·a circuit court judge 
said that was unconstitutional 
in some cases. And now legis-
lators must find some new 
way to raise the nearly $145 
million from the provider tax 
or drastically cut Medicaid 
services. The current provider 
tax law expires at the falnd of 
the regular session anyway, so 
the question can't be put off . 
Less pressing - but equally 
expensive - is another law-
suit that challenges Ken-
tucky's practice of taxing in-
tangible property at different 
rates depending on whether it 
is in-state or out-of-state. 
That's, potentially a $50 mil-
lion question. 
A similar question involves 
the state's 2 percent tax on 
premiums. paid to out-of-state 
insurance companies. The pre-
mium tax is not levied against 
Kentucky companies. That tax 
raises about $70 million a 
year. 
· Jones wants to throw the in:: 
heritance tax into a reform 
mix, arguing as others have 
that the tax on estates works 
to force wealth out of the 
state. 
But legislators say it is un-
likely that an overhaul of the 
tax system will be taken up 
this session with so many 
· other issues on the agenda. 
"I don't think there'll be a 
tax proposal this session," 
said Rep. Kenny Rapier, D-
Bardstown, the House major-
ity whip. 
"I think it's unlikely that 
we'll see any sort of major tax 
reform at this point," said 
House Speaker Joe Clarke, D-
Danville. 
Commercial trucking inter-
ests want the state to revisit 
the taxes they must pay. The 
primary complaint is the 
weight-distance tax, in which 
large trucks are charged 2.85 
cents for each mile they travel 
on Kentucky roads. Kentucky 
based trucking companies 
complain they get stuck with 
the full bill while out-of-state 
firms can avoid it. A higher 
tax on diesel fuel has been en-
dorsed by some carriers, but 
owners of passenger vehicles 
that burn diesel would also 
have to pay. 
ON WEDNESDAY: Casino, 
charitable gaming and racing 
Issues await lawmakers. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Wednesday, December 29, 1993 
Gantbli:ng icsues not cure thing for legislature 
'tHIS IS THE FOURTH install-
"rnent of an eight-part series pre- · 
viewing the 1994 Kentucky Gen-
eral Assembly, which convenes 
'fuesday in Frankfort. 
.,y MARK R. CHELLGREN 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
:': FRANKFORT - There are 
p9litical gambles and the poli-
tics of gambling. 
, The twci are different but 
will coincide ciuring the 1994 
·General Assembly. 
In the shadow of Operation 
Boptrot, legislators already 
skittish about gambling issues 
a:re faced with race tracks 
clamoring for permission to 
operate casinos, churches-·and 
civic groups arguing against 
casinos, but for -state reguia-
tion of their own gambling. 
Add to that a lingering ques-
tion about racing regulation 
and a governor who has not 
yet decided; whether to check 
or raise. 
It's as confusing as a craps 
table to a novice. 
"It's a very complicated 
issue," said Senate President 
John "Eck" Rose, D-
Winchester. "If you're going to 
make a simple distinction be-
tween having casino gambling 
and not having it, then that's 
one issue. 
"But then the other issue, 
when you decide you're going 
KENTUCKY 
to have it, who's going to have 
it and who's going to get the 
money .... I just think there's a 
lot of work to be done before 
that measure could pass in '94 
in any form," Rose said. 
The issue came to the fore-
front after Indiana legalized 
riverboat gambling this past 
year, and a riverboat casino 
opened at Metropolis, Ill. But 
in Kentucky, many of the po-
tential players haven't shown 
their hands. 
Most of the large race tracks 
in the state - notably exclud-
ing Keeneland in Lexington -
have formed a partnership to 
lobby for the constitutional 
amendment that would be re-
quired to allow casino gam-
bling. -
But it's also generally ac-
knowledged that the tracks 
want casinos only if they get 
to run them or at least get a 
healthy chunk of the proceeds. 
If not, then the tracks will 
likely oppose a casino amend-
ment. 
There seems to be little pub- . 
, lie clamoring for casinos and 
·legislators say that lessens the 
political pressure. 
"We argued about the lot-
tery for 10 years before we fi-
nally put it on the ballot," said 
House Speaker Joe Clarke, D-
Danville. "We got a governor 
,that ran on it .... In fact, it was 
sold on the basis that we prob-
ably weren't going to have to 
tax anybody anymore once 
you passed the lottery. 
"We don't have anything 
like that in connection with 
casino gambling. Even re-
motely," Clarke concluded. 
Further complicating the 
topic are competing studies of 
the potential gain and loss to 
come from casinos. 
The Kentucky Economic De-
velopment Corp. has released 
its study that leaves a cloudy 
picture. With no casinos in 
Kentucky, tracks would lose 
money and the state could too 
- but not really that much -
to surrounding states that 
have legal casino gambling. 
Gov. Brereton Jones has 
asked the private development 
i:roup for more specifics. 
;: The tracks have their own 
.study under way, and it is ex-
- pected to conclude that casi-
nos would devastate one of 
Kentucky's signature inclus-
tries unless the tracks get a 
piece of the action. 
Jones initially indicated 
. that casinos could benefit the 
horse industry in which he 
makes his own living. He later 
backed off and said he would 
study the studies before taking 
a position. _ 
Passage of an amendment 
by the legislature tali:es a 
three-fifths vote in both the 
100-member House and the 38-
niember Senate. That only 
puts the topic on the Novem-
ber ballot for a referendum by 
the voters. 
Opponents of casino gam-
bling have already lined up 
especially church groups. ' 
But some of them are in a 
delicate position. Catholic 
bishops have publicly opposed 
casino gambling, but at the 
same time the Catholic Con-
ference is one of the primary 
movers behind state regula-
tion of gaming - from bingo 
to Las Vegas nights - con-
ducted by charities. 
Those rules have been in the 
. making since passage of an-
other constitutional amend-
ment in 1992 supported by the 
Catholic Conference and oth-
ers to finally legalize chari-
table gaming. The rules are 
designed to shut down com-
mercial operations where 
nightly bingo is a multimil-
lion-dollar industry. -
There may also be some lin-
gering suspicion of the new 
Kentucky Racing Commission. 
Regulatory boards for harness 
and thoroughbred racing were 
merged in 1992 legislation 
passed at Jones' insistence. 
But the board immediately 
alienated harness interests, 
though some of those feelings 
have been soothed. 
Nevertheless, ·there is still 
some sentiment, notably froni 
House Majority Leader Greg 
_§t}!mbo, to juggle racing regu-
lation again. -- · 
That same 1992 bill created 
off-track betting and the 
Breeders' Award Fund with 
proceeds from a tax on OTB 
wagering. The fund is also 
- guaranteed by General Fund 
tax money if it doesn't reach 
$3.75 million ,a year and there 
may be some move to delete 
that guarantee provision. 
ON THURSDAY: Governor may 
have to settle for half a loaf on 
health- care reform. 
Hefiliii"''i;~;~biii 'likely 
to let down governor 
No universal coverage, 
but could be added later 
THIS IS THE FlnH installment 
of a seven-part series 
previewing the 1994 Kentucky 
General Assembly, which 
convenes Tuesday in· 
Frankfort. 
By CHARLES WOLFE- "'\:: 
THE ASSOCIATED PRES~ 
FRANKFORT - Health care 
legislation enacted by the 1994 
General Assembly may well be 
the proverbial half a loaf for 
Gov. Brereton Jones. 
It will npt immediately 
guarantee insurance coverage 
for all Kentuckians, which 
was Jones' fondest hope, but it 
could offer promise. · 
"I don't think it's possible to 
have universal coverage at the 
outset," Senate President John 
"Eck" Rose said. "I think we 
can hopefully phase in univer-
sal coverage or have a plan to 
get there at some later date." 
Jones tried and failed to get 
a health-care bill with univer-
sal coverage enacted during a 
special legislative session in 
May. The session dissolved 
~ith little more than a prom-
ise to keep studying the issue. 
Jones said his administra-
tion would be a failure if uni-
versal coverage were not the 
law when he left office in 1995. 
He since seems to have recon-
ciled himself to a longer term 
proposition. 
"What we have to do is be 
reasonable, as we deal with 
each other, to get a time frame 
th1;1t we can live with," Jones 
said recently. 
"I don't. think the governor 
has given up on eventual uni-
v~rsal coverage," said Greg 
Higdon, one of Jones' advisers 
and legislative liaisons. 
Jones does not want to be 
limited to a particular time 
frame, but he wants some-
thing tangible, Higdon said. 
"We want to assure the peo-
ple of this state that the mech-
anisms that we put in place 
will eventually bring ... qual-
ity, cost-effective health care 
to a vast majority, if not all 
Kentuckians," Higdon said. ' 
Rose and House Speaker Joe 
Clarke said health care bills 
were being roughed out in 
each of their chambers, but 
they hoped to have a single, 
consensus bill that would be 
intr~duced early in the ses-
s10n. 
1;~.~t~-.i.i.Ua.~D i~t j/ .,~l ,,;i' lli ~ 
It likely would make provi-
sions for people currently un-
in~u:a ble b~cause of pre-
existmg medical conditions 
and require insurers to offer 
uniform, standard benefits. 
A Senate draft was sent to 
Jones for study on Dec. 14. It 
was devoid of any provision to 
set rates of health-care provid-
ers, but Clarke said there was 
sentiment for rate-setting on 
the House side. 
The draft also included an 
insurance "purchasing alli-
ance" for businesses. In theo-
ry, an alliance could obtain 
cheaper coverage by having 
workers in a single pool. 
But the alliance would be 
voluntary, not mandatory - a 
concession to insurance 
agents and companies who 
feared an industry giant like 
Blue Cross & Blue Shield 
could corner the market. 
Rose said the bill draft was 
far from a finished product. 
"The Senate's not ready to 
propose anything at this 
point," he said. 
The legislature also faces 
another in a series of crises in 
funding Medicaid, a state-
federal program that funds 
medical care for the indigent. 
A "provider tax" imposed 
earlier in the year on the 
gross receipts of doctors and 
health· maintenance organiza-
tions was declared unconstitu-
tional by a circuit court judge 
last month. The state Supreme 
Court has agreed to review it 
but a ruling could tak~ 
months. 
Meanwhile, Kentucky was 
granted federal approval this 
month to extend Medicaid cov-
e_rage_ to another 200,000 who 
hve m poverty but have in-
comes too high to otherwise 
qualify. 
Approval of the extended 
coverage, which would take ef-
fect July 1, was based on the 
condition that the provider-tax 
dispute be resolved. Jones said 
the Medicaid expansion could 
be funded entirely through 
savings within the program 
but Clarke and Rose wer~ 
skeptical. 
. "I don't have any problems 
with savings as long as you 
know you're going to have 
them," Clarke said. "Some-
tim_es your assumptions on 
savmgs may not be safe." 
Added Rose: "I'm a little ap-
prehensive about savings pay-
ing for anytlling." 
ON FRIDAY: Legislation 
protecting surface owners is 
expected to be a high priority 
for lawmakers and 
environmentalists. 
The D~~Y Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Friday, December 31, 1993 
Protecting surface owners target of legislator's efforts 
THIS IS THE SIXTH installment 
of an eight-part series preview-
ing the 1994 Kentucky General 
Assemb~, which convenes 
Tuesday_ In Frankfort. 
By SUSAN W ARREII 
INDEPENDENT FRANKFORT BUREAU 
FRANKFORT - Rep. Clay-
ton Little discovered first-
hand why many of his east-
em Kentucky neighbors com-
plained about mistreatment 
at the hands of oil and gas 
drillers. 
Little, D-Virgie, recalled re-
turning to his Pike County 
home after a legislative ses-
iiion to find a new road - 25 
feet wide and a mile long -
dissecting his property. 
Little hopes to return from 
the 1994 General Assembly 
that convenes in January 
with a new law to protect 
surface owners. 
The road through his land 
was not built to gain access 
to the minerals Little's great-
grandfather had deeded 
un'der an old broad-form 
deed. Rather, in What he 
cailed an "absolute viola-
tion," his timber was felled 
to provide access to another 
parcel of land where wells 
were drilled. 
Adding insult to m1ury, 
Little said, was the fact that 
every year "I go to the court-
house and pay taxes" on the 
road he doesn't want. 
Little, who helped lead the 
successful fight to restrict 
strip mining under broad-
form deeds, has had in some• 
ways a more difficult battle 
with oil and gas drillers. 
In both cases extraction of 
the minerals often involved 
broad-form dee_ds, which sev-
ered surface and under-
ground mineral rights. 
But the devastation heaped 
upon eastern Kentucky by 
strip mining - a method of 
mining unknown to ances-
tral landowners who signed 
the deeds - touched the 
heart of the state. Kentuck-
ians voted in 1988 for a con-
stitutfonal amendment ban-
ning all mining under the 
deeds except that which was 
commonly in use when the 
deed was signed. Mining com-
panies must have the surface 
owner's consent before doing 
any other type of mining. 
A provision to put oil and 
gas drillers under similar con-
straints was killed before the 
issue was placed before voters. 
The problems caused by oil 
and gas drilling have received 
less attention statewide, in 
part because drilling disturbs 
the earth much less than strip 
mining. And, unlike coal min-
ing, drilling methods have not 
changed significantly since 
the broad-form deeds were ex-
ecuted. 
"It has never bee.n the type 
of front-burner issue that it is 
capable of being iri the '94 ses-
sion,'' said Sen. David LeMas-
ter, D-Paintsville. 
Little and others will be 
pushing for legislation in Jan-
uary to give surface property 
owners some relief. It is ex-
pected to be one of the high-
KENTUCKY 
priority issues among environ-
mentalists. 
"It will really be a tough 
fight," said Patty Wallace of 
Kentuckians for the Com• 
monwealth. "But we're going 
to give it our best effort." 
The legislature passed a law 
in 1990 requiring surface-
owner notification of pending 
drilling, but rejected more 
stringent controls proposed in 
1992. 
Little said he would sponsor 
legislation requiring surface 
owners to be compensated 
with "rental" payments when 
drillers use property for more 
than six months. The pay-
ments could defray property 
tax increases, he said. 
The legislation also would 
require drillers to consult 
with surface owners in an ef-
fort to install lines and roads 
in the least disruptive loca-
tion, Little said. 
Requirements for reclama-
tion and water-quality testing 
also were expected to be part 
of proposed legislation. 
ON SATURDAY: Jones' 
agenda runs gamut from 
health reform to taxes. 
, 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Saturday, January 1, 1994 
Jones has full agenda 
for ·last regular session 
THIS IS THE SEVENTH 
installment of an eight-part 
series previewing the 1994 
Kentucky General Assembly. 
By CHARLES WOLFE 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
FRANKFORT - It reads 
like a candidate's platform: re-
form of the health-care system, 
the welfare system, tax struc-
ture and state government. 
Add gun control, the envi-
ronment, strategic planning 
for economic development and 
actions to combat child sexual 
abuse. 
This is no platform, how-
ever. It is part of Gov. Brere-
ton Jones' agenda for the 1994 
General Assembly - the sec-
ond and final regular legisfa-
tive session of his administra-
tion. 
The issues Jones has chosen 
would fill a four-year term. 
"I think every administra-
tion wants .to make a mark," 
said Mary Helen Miller, one of 
Jones' legislative liaisons and 
staff chiefs. "It is an ambi-
tious agenda, but it is to ad-
dress the issues of the day." 
Ambitious, certainly. But 
how realistic? 
"I think we've got a golden 
opportunity to do some of this 
stuff," said Deputy Natural Re-
sources Secretary Greg Hig-
don, a former state senator 
who has joined Jones' Capitol 
staff to help prepare for. the 
legislature. · 
- "There's no question in l_llY 
mind that we're going to have 
a substantial health care bill 
that, long term, is going to be 
good for ... Kenh\cky. 
"I think we have an 011-
portunity to downsize state 
government a little bit, getting 
more ... productivity for what 
we spend of taxpayer dollars," 
Higdon said. 
Jones himself has been pub-
licly upbeat about the 1994 ses-
sion, which begins Tuesday. 
His relations with the Gen-
eral Assembly unraveled last 
spring during a rancorous spEl-
cial session on health care 
that Jones called against legis-
lators' advice and wishes. But 
Jones. said their relations now 
are "exceptionally good." 
Staffs of bo_th branches were 
working this week toward a 
bill that would blend Jones' 
health-care ideas with those of 
the House and Senate. Com-
pared with the ambitious re-
forms Jones sought in May, it 
was expected to be watered 
down but passable. 
Jones' gun-control proposals· 
have more to do with increas-
ing .penalties for gun-related 
crimes than with gun avail-
ability. But he also wants the 
General Assembly to let local 
governments enact gun-
control ordinances - a power 
the legislature took away 10 
years ago. 
· On child sexual abuse, Mill-
er said Jones is "supportive" 
of the work of a task force 
headed by Attorney General 
Chris Gorman. But its dozens 
of recommendations would be 
expensive. 
They included a victim's ad-
vocate in every com-
monwealth's attorney circuit, 
a larger victim's advocacy di-
vision in Gorman's office, a 
statewide network of special-
ized therapists and treatment 
of offenders. 
Miller said Jones cannot 
make commitments on those 
recommendations until the 
budget is resolved. 
Administration plans on tax 
reform, the ~nvironment and 
economic development re-
mained under wraps this 
week. Jones is nearer some ·or 
his other goals. 
A recently granted federal 
waiver will make another 
200,000 poor Kentuckians eli-
gible for Medicaid healtl/- c;ov-
erage next year .. Jones said it 
was also a step toward "mean-
ingful welfare reform." . · 
"Presently we have a system_ 
where we tell a welfare moth-
; er that has two or three chil-
dren that, if she takes that 
minimum-wage job at Mc-
1 Donalds, she loses her medical 
card," Jones said. "She's 
smart enough to know that 
medical card is worth more to 
1 her than that minimum-wage 
: job.'.' 
Ideas for making state gov-
ernment leaner and more ef-
ficient flowed from a Commis-
sion on Quality and Efficiency 
'Lame Ducks' 
General Assembly 
members who have already 
resigned or announced they 
will not seek re-election in 
1994. 
HOUSE 
Rex Smith, D-Grand Rivers 
Sam McElroy., D-Waverly 
Dorsey Ridley, D-Dixon 
Louis Johnson, 
D-Owensboro , 
June Lyne, D-Olmstead 
Donnie Gedling, 
D-Har.dinsburg 
Dave Hourigan, D-Gravel 
Switch ' · 
Mike Ward, D-Louisville 
Paul Clark, D-Louisville 
KENTUCKY" 
that Jones created. They in-
cluded strategic planning, 
changes in the state's han-
dling of money, letting private 
contractors. take over many 
bureaucratic functions and 
substantial changes in the 
merit system for state employ-
ees. 
That system, created 30 
years ago to shield rank-and-
file workers from political in-
fluences, is a dinosaur by 
modern management stand-
ards; according _to its critics. 
The Kentucky Association 
of State Employees opposes 
any tampering with the merit 
system. Jones this month ap-
pointed another task force to 
draft legislation for an experi-
mental suspension of the 
merit.law in some agencies.. • 
Miller, the liaison, said 
there was "general agreement 
some changes would be ap-
propriate in the personnel sys-
tem. ... How much change is 
the big question." 
It is "one of the concerns" 
Jones has, but it is .not of par-
amount importance, Miller 
said. 
"I don't think it's fair to say 
this is such high priority the 
governor is willing to .. : get 
•into a major fight over it." 
ON SUNDAY: A 50-state 
survey indicates the Kentucky 
General Assembly is among 
the nation's most secretive 
legislatures. 









Jim LeMaster, D-Paris 
Bill Lear, D-Lexington 
SENATE . 
Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana 
Henry Lackey, 
D-Henderson 
Danny Meyer, D'Louisville 
Landon Sexton, R-Pine 
Knot 






THIS IS THE FINAL installment 
of an eight-part series 
previewing the 1994 Kentucky 
General Assembly. 
By STEVE RDBRAHN 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
KENTUCKY 
An advocate for open gov-
FRANKFORT - Little is in ernment in-Kentucky said pro-
doubt by the time most pro- cedures limiting public access 
posals reach floor votes in the contributed to corruption that 
Kentucky General Assembly, surfaced nearly two years ago 
one of the nation's most secre- iil a federal investigation, 
tive legislative bodies. c;o de-named Operation 
The real debates and nego- Boptrot. ' 
tiations are often conducted "I think this closed-door pro-
behind closed doors. A small · cess or culture certainly didn't 
circle of committee chairmen help keep people out of trou-
and legislative leaders call vir- .ble," said Richard Beliles, 
tually all the shots. And public chairman of Common Cause of 
input is often restricted be- . Kentucky. "I .think if there 
cause committee meetings are were more openness · there 
held with little advance notice. would be a better result for 
A 50-state survey by The As- the people of Kentucky." 
sociated Press showed Ken- A Republican senator whose 
tucky is among five states top legislative priority in the 
with rules and procedures that 1994 session is to "reform the 
restrict public access in each legislature itself' agreed· that 
of three key-areas: secrecy contributed to leg-
►Conference ·committees,. islative ,corruption. But Sen. 
where deals are cut by House · Tim Philpot also points to a 
and Senate negotiators to pro- harder-to-measure factor· -
duce final versions of legisla- tlie broad powers of committee 
tion. In Kentucky, the public chairmen. '· · -~.,,:,. 
is routinely banned from the • Under ordinary practicii° ih 
negotiations. l the ,General Assembly, only 
► Majority party caucuses, ' committee chairmen· decide 
where plans and strategy for whether a · bill ever gets a 
floor sessions are outlined. In ·'hearing .- and m;my pro-· 
Kentucky, the outcomes of leg- posals die liottled up in corn-
islative debates on especially mittees without ever being 
controversial topics are fre- discussed or voted upon. Phil-
quently determined in the pot, a· Lexington lawyer/ is 
closed meetings of Democratic challenging procedures that ·ef-
lawmakers, leaving relatively ' fectiv'ely prohiliit such legisla-
. little for discussion during ~iir. from ~tancin~; t_o the 
public floor sessions. - · 
►Agendas for committee "The whole··system' really 
hearings, the only forum~;for breeds corruption when .. you 
public comment on legislation. · have committee chairmen 
Kentucky's legislative-·commit- with that much power," said 
tee agendas are d!striliuted ,Philpot, who filed a lawsuit in 
late in the afternoon on· the 1992 when a committee chair-
day before the hearings~·leav: man effectively killed an abor-
ing little time for many people tion bill by · refusing · to have 
to travel to Frankfort if they. his panel considel'it .. He plans 
wish·to be heard. . . to renew his sult:if--the rules 
Leaders of the both diam-· , don'!.. change ".'7hen fue l!!_gisla, 
bers said they were open to - ture convenes on Tuesday: · 
discussions on possible rule Philpot noted that some de-
c!ianges. But·. radical , changes fendants in tlie Bop trot probe 
appear unlikely. were committee chairmen who 
"I'm not opposed to looking· '.1,dmitted that they agreed to 
at opening up conference com- influence legislation for as lit-
mittees," said HQuse Speaker tie as $400. . ,_,,. 
Joe Clarke, D-Danville. 
-"Tiie·reason·you-caii.'control-
a bill for $400 here in Ken-
tucky is·because of the com, 
mittee system," he said. "You 
can control legislation by get, 
ting to certain particular legis-
lators and just ignoring the 
-rest of them." 
Senate President John 
"Eck" Rose rejected Philpot's 
arguments against the current 
committee system. He said 
bills can be withdrawn from 
committees with approval of a 
majority of the full Senate. 
"There has to be a system in 
nrder· to deal with the com-
plexity of the issues and the 
magnitude of the issues," Rose 
said, noting that about l 500 
pieces of legislation are intro-
duced each session. "We have 
a system that over a period of 
time has worked and worked 
effectively." · 
Although procedures are in 
place to override decisions of 
committee chairmen, Clarke 
said such efforts are extremely 
rare. In the House, a bill can 
be pulled out of a committee if 
25 lawmakers sign a petition. 
"Generally. speaking, it's 
hard to find 25 ·members who 
want to attack the committee 
system," Clarke said. 
Neither Rose nor Clarke 
strongly defended the practice 
of closed conference commit-
tees. The only time a confer-
enc!l panel has been opened to 
the public in recent history· 
was this past year, when the 
legislative ethics bill was ne-
gotiated. . 
Clarke said open . sessions 
might be more time-
consuming but would reduce 
"pork barrel" additions to the 
budget. Rose said he was un-
s?I"e why the negotiating ses-
sions were closed, other than 
that it Y.'as a histQric practice. 
Clarke said he would wel-
come discussion on whether to 
open House· Democratic cau-
cus meetings. BU:t Rose sru.d 
opening the meetings would 
not curb private discussions 
among lawmakers. , 
Rose, D-Winchester·, · said 
free discussions in the closed 
caucuses help streamline ac-
tion on the , Senate floci,. He 
. sa_id_]_3,_\:'ml!!ke_.s· s_hould do 
i their homework ahead of time 
and shouldn't rely primarily · 
on floor debates to make deci-
sions on issues. 
Both leaders said they had · 
heard no complaints about the , 
timing, of committee agendas. , 
Clarke said rigid agenda re- ; 
quirements might lead to 
wasting valuable time during 
the Go-day session. · 
But Beliles said giving more · 
notice before committee meet-
ings· would boost -citizen par-
ticipation. Even Frankfort in-
siders , rely primarily on ru-
mors and ·the news media to 
learn what's about to unfold in 
the legislature, he said. · 
"I think it would be a good 
step if we could just get one 
day's .notice," he said. "That 
would help." 
